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ABOUT THIS REPORT 

■■ This report is Grand City Properties’ third sustainability report. Its 
purpose is to demonstrate our ongoing commitment to sustainability and 
provide information on the progress we have made and measures we have 
implemented over the course of 2019. The report is aimed at our business 
partners, investors, tenants, employees, and other interested stakehold-
ers and presents our activities and achievements from a sustainability 
perspective. The report compliments our Consolidated Financial State-
ments for the 2019 financial year, which can be found on our website 
at: https://www.grandcityproperties.com/investor-relations/publications/
financial-reports/

ALIGNMENT WITH GRI STANDARDS AND EPRA GUIDELINES                                                           

■■ This report has been compiled using the guidelines developed by the 
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) and the European Public Real Estate 
Association (EPRA). In particular, when developing the report’s content, 
and reporting on our performance data, we have oriented ourselves on 
the GRI Standards and EPRA Sustainability Best Practice Recommen-
dations (sBPR). 

Our response to the Performance Measures and Overarching Rec-
ommendations in the 3rd edition of the EPRA sBPR is available on page 
44. Although this report is not prepared ‘In accordance’ with the GRI 
Standards, a cross-reference table with the relevant GRI Standards cov-
ered by the contents of this report is available on page 58.    

https://www.grandcityproperties.com/investor-relations/publications/financial-reports/
https://www.grandcityproperties.com/investor-relations/publications/financial-reports/
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DEAR READERS,

■■ It is likely that 2019 will be recognised as a defining 
year for sustainability as society, governments, the busi-
ness and investment community alike coalesced around 
the recognition that urgent action is required to tackle the 
climate crisis. The Covid-19 pandemic has only added to 
heightened warnings from the scientific community about 
the rate of environmental and social change that is unfold-
ing across the globe. 

Amid unprecedented levels of social and economic dis-
location brought about by global action to limit the spread 
of the coronavirus, the immediate and long-term ramifica-
tions of Covid-19 and climate change could exacerbate the 
social and economic tensions already present in our cities, 
adding to pressure on social institutions, natural resources 
and increasing inequality. Taken together, these will have 
far-reaching impacts on the way we manage and invest in 
our portfolio, and how our tenants go about their daily lives.

Already, wealth inequality, population growth and de-
mographic change coupled with a supply shortage are put-
ting increasing pressure on existing housing stocks, and 
caps intended to protect tenants from rising rents have been 
introduced. Secondly, investors are increasingly using a 
broader range of ESG criteria to evaluate investment risks, 
and a growing number of municipalities across Europe are 
declaring a climate emergency. On a national level, Germa-

ny’s Climate Action Plan 2050 sets out carbon reduction 
targets for all sectors, and this includes long-term strategies 
for upgrading the building stock, aiming towards a car-
bon-neutral built environment by 2050.

In the context of these wide-ranging challenges that our 
society faces today, Grand City Properties has a unique op-
portunity to contribute to sustainable development through 
our investments in residential real estate. 

As the Covid-19 pandemic spread throughout much of 
Europe during the first quarter of 2020, we unhesitating-
ly prioritised the safety and well-being of our employees 
and took precautions to make sure that everyone is safe and 
secure. Secondly, we commenced our business continuity 
planning to ensure we can operate as normally as possible, 
while taking the necessary steps to protect our people and 
partners once restrictions are lifted.  

While the longer-term outlook is uncertain at the time 
of writing, we benefit from a strong financial position, a 
conservative financial policy and a diversified portfolio 
that provide an effective buffer. Secondly, we remain con-
fident that the German residential space is a resilient asset 
class making it an attractive investment option.  

Over the long-term, our approach to property invest-
ment that prioritises the acquisition of assets in need of 
modernisation means we are well positioned to capitalise 
on the shift to a low-carbon future. By up-grading exist-
ing buildings to ensure high standards of energy efficiency 
and low or zero carbon status through the use of renewable 
energy sources we can actively contribute to the United Na-
tion’s Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs) of afford-
able and clean energy, climate action and, sustainable cities 
and communities. By revitalising communities’ urban in-
frastructure so it is fit for the future, rather than pursuing 
new developments, we avoid the use of more resources, more 
waste production and associated emissions. What is more, 
this approach complements our tenant satisfaction and so-
cial engagement strategies. 

Through the asset repositioning process, we identify 
and pursue interventions that directly contribute to im-
proving quality of life for building residents. First and fore-
most, we make our tenants’ homes safer, more comfortable 
and cheaper to run. But beyond this, we also create new 
facilities and services for wider social benefit that support 
better relations, better education, health and well-being, 
cohesiveness and social opportunity in the communities 
where we are present. 

This approach is good for business. Our sustainability 
commitment aligns to our strategic aim of retaining resi-
dents by actively fostering tenant loyalty. It helps us to at-
tract and retain investors who want to invest in long-term 
resilient and low carbon assets and support a positive con-
tribution to society. It contributes to our ambition to at-
tract and retain talented staff who share our enthusiasm for 
customer care, and it enables us to reduce risks relating to 
safety, environmental and social factors, and reduce costs 
associated with resource consumption and waste output. 

2019 saw our sustainability goals become more formal-
ly embedded within our core business approach as part of 
our integrated sustainable business strategy. We continued 
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to work towards our targets – including a 40% reduction in 
CO2 emissions by 2030; increasing further our high levels of 
tenant satisfaction and retention; offering our employees a 
health and well-being certified office by 2025 and invest-
ing €500,000 a year in community-building activities, up 
to 2030. To ensure that all staff have a high awareness of 
these goals and the specific social and environmental issues 
that are important to our business, we now include our CSR 
training program – completed by all staff in 2018 – as part 
of the induction for new employees and will update this on 
a yearly basis to reflect the latest trends, challenges and re-
cent progress towards these goals. 

Furthermore, we are proud of the progress we have 
made against our sustainability key performance indica-
tors over the past 12 months. We have reduced portfolio CO2 
emissions by 13% compared to 2018, a result which has been 
achieved due to the progressive switch to renewable energy 
and carbon neutral gas suppliers across the portfolio, as well 
as the continued replacement of inefficient heating sys-
tems and other energy-consuming equipment in our prop-
erties. We have also successfully piloted a partnership with 
a waste management service provider to tackle low levels 
of household waste segregation and increase recycling rates 
across our portfolio.

Tenant satisfaction continues to rise, as residents ap-
preciate the combination of our investments in building in-
frastructure and amenities and concerted efforts to provide 
the best customer service in our industry through the ser-
vice quality-certified GCP Service Centre. In 2019, we saw 
an improvement across all five performance measures that 
we use to track tenants’ satisfaction with the Service Cen-
tre. High tenant satisfaction has translated into consistent-
ly high occupancy with our EPRA Vacancy Rate decreasing 
from 7.1% to 6.7% in 2019. 

Moving into 2020, we are enthusiastic about some 
promising projects we are embarking on at asset level – from 
identifying buildings that fulfil our criteria for on-site re-
newable energy installations to working with local organ-
isations to establish new services that support our com-
munities, such as we are doing at Grohner Düne in Bremen. 
With the GCP Foundation now in place, we will continue to 
pursue projects in partnership with non-profit organisa-
tions that can serve community needs, contributing to the 
education, employment prospects and overall well-being of 
our residents and their neighbours.

Working with our major shareholder, Aroundtown SA, 
we will identify further pilot sites for the implementation of 
the Energy Investment Program which supports our coun-
try’s vital transition to a low carbon, resource-efficient 
economy through investments in solar, wind and combined 
heat and power and the provision of infrastructure for elec-
tric vehicles, among other imperatives. These projects will 
make the neighbourhoods where we invest more attractive 
and sustainable in the long-term, thereby enhancing the 
value of our assets and supporting strong and stable returns 
for our business as high occupancy in appealing homes and 
surroundings converts into rental income. 

We will continue to support the over 1,000 people who 
represent GCP, investing in their training and develop-
ment and the quality of their work environment, valuing 
the unique individual contribution each of them makes. We 
highly value and celebrate diversity in our workforce as we 
do within our tenant communities and among the most-
ly small and medium-sized companies that constitute our 
supplier base, endeavouring to maintain a culture of open-
ness, respect and integrity towards all our stakeholders in 
line with our corporate values. As we work together towards 
a more sustainable future, we look forward to overseeing 
the evolution of our business in 2020 and reporting back to 
you with another update on our performance and accom-
plishments at the end of the year. 

Yours sincerely, 

Christian Windfuhr  
CEO 

Back to Content
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PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS
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S

BUSINESS PERFORMANCE

• Net rental income 
increased by 5% to        
EUR 383 million

• EBITDA increased by 8% 
to EUR 298 million  

• FFO I increased by 7% to 
EUR 212 million 

SOCIAL

• Established the 
Grand City Properties 
Foundation and invested 
more than €100,000 in 
charitable projects in our 
local communities 

95TH PERCENTILE AMONG 
300 REAL ESTATE PEERS

AWARDS

Gold awards received for our financial and 
sustainability reporting from 

the European Public Real Estate Association 
for the third consecutive year

While not a constituent of the new 
DAX 50 ESG index, GCP ranked 4th in its 
ESG score (based on Sustainalytics) among 
all companies and highest among real estate 
companies, that are traded on FSE and are 

part of the HDAX index 
(DAX, MDAX and TechDAX)

TENANTS

• Achieved DIN EN ISO 
9001:2015 certification 
in Service Quality and 
Quality Management for 
our Service Centre

ENVIRONMENT

• 100% of portfolio 
analysed for climate-
related risks

• More than 90% of 
landlord gas obtained 
from climate-neutral 
sources

• Introduced electric 
vehicles in our fleet car 
pool
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ABOUT US

■■ Grand City Properties S.A. (GCP) is a special-
ist in residential real estate, investing in value-add 
opportunities in densely populated areas predom-
inantly in Germany. Our portfolio is spread over 
North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany’s most popu-
lous federal state; Berlin, GCP’s single largest city 
in the portfolio; the fast-growing metropolitan 
regions of Dresden, Leipzig and Halle; northern 
Germany’s largest cities, Hamburg and Bremen, 
and other major urban centres such as Nuremberg, 
Munich, Mannheim, Frankfurt and London. 

Our business model is focused on buying, opti-
mising and repositioning previously under-man-
aged and under-rented residential assets in loca-
tions with strong fundamentals that will support 
stable profit and growth opportunities in the fore-
seeable future. Through intensive tenant care and 
repositioning efforts, underpinned by ecologically 
sensitive asset management and enhancement of 
tenant well-being, GCP repositions assets to un-
leash their full potential. We aim for a long-term 
increase in the value of our real estate portfolio, 
striking an optimal balance between sustainable 
financial value creation and responsibility to our 
stakeholders.

As of 31 December 2019, the portfolio 
comprised €8 billion of investment prop-
erties, consisting of 77,000 units; almost 
half of which were concentrated in North 
Rhine-Westphalia (24%) and Berlin (24%)1. 
Our geographical diversification within a 
range of dynamic cities and urban regions 
enables us to spread possible market risk 
and capitalise on the opportunities for con-
tinuous portfolio value growth, based on 
external and internal factors. GCP main-
tains a strong diversification of funding 
sources, issuing instruments in several 
currencies across various capital markets 
to increase our investor base and attract 
funding from a wide range of markets. Bank 
loans are spread across a range of reli-
able financial institutions with which GCP 
maintains long term relationships.

We believe our platform brings togeth-
er the right competencies and systems to 
maintain our strong performance and fur-
ther realise the high upside potential em-
bedded in our portfolio.

5% Mannheim/KL/
Frankfurt/Mainz

4% Nuremberg/
Fürth/Munich

5% Hamburg/Bremen

Largest population and industrial 
center of Germany

Capital city, political center 
and start-up hub

Dynamic economy driven    
  by technology with robust 
demographic fundamentals 

Global financial center with solid   
   service sector attracting quality 
talent

13% 
London

24%  
NRW

24%
Berlin

13%
Dresden/
Leipzig/

Halle

12%
Others

NRW

BERLIN

DRESDEN/
LEIPZIG/
HALLE

LONDON

1     Percentages are calculated 
based on property value 
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■■ GCP’s sustainable value creation process is driven from 
accretive external growth and a proven business model 
which extracts robust internal growth, supported by strong 
operational performance, to generate consistent cash re-
turns. 

Consequently, we depend on a number of key inputs 
across a range of ‘capitals’ – notably financial, manufac-

tured and intellectual but also fundamentally human, social 
and natural – in order to implement our approach and deliv-
er outputs in the form of portfolio returns; upgraded assets; 
better quality of life for residents and higher levels of occu-
pancy and tenant retention, which enable us to continue to 
grow our business through a positive cycle.

OUR BUSINESS MODEL

1

2 5

6

43

TAKE
OVER

Deal-sourcing network 
established since 2004

Due Diligence & 
negotiation of best 

possible deal terms

Repositioning + Capex 
Increase: Rent + occupancy. 

Decrease operating costs 
and non-recoverable costs.

 Improve tenant satisfac-
tion. In-house proprietary 

IT Software

Acquisition.

    Yield & Value 
increase. 

Long-term asset 
financing

90%
Long -term 

hold 

Up to 10% p.a.
Sale on 

opportunistic 
basis at 
high capital 
gains and 
channel into 

high quality 
properties 

%

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 2017 2018 2019 TREND
Investment property value (€bn) 6.4 7.2 8 

Net rental income (€m) 328 364 383 

EBITDA (€m) 248 276 298 

FFO 178 198 212 

EPRA Vacancy (%) 7.0 7.1 6.7 

Employee retention 82.9 77.9 78.8 

Community investment through GCP Foundation (€000) n/a n/a 100

Energy efficiency (kWh/m2/year) 131.49 135.69 138.97 

GHG emissions intensity (kgCO2e/m2/year) 30.00 28.96 25.18 

No. of compliance breaches 0 0 0 

INPUTS:
Investment capital
Real estate assets
Investment market conditions
Experience, knowledge, organisational processes
Reputation & brand value
Information & communication technology
Human resources
Tenants
Governance & civil society
Biosphere goods & services

OUTPUTS:
Capital recycling

Long-term secure cash flow
Upgraded real estate assets

High occupancy rates & tenant retention
Increased & improved experience, knowledge & organisational processes

Enhanced reputation & brand value
Employment creation & skills development

Tenants’ quality of life
Governance & civil society

Consumption of natural resources & generation of waste

The GCP Foundation was launched in 2019. Therefore, spending on community investments was not tracked in 2017 and 2018.
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1. DEAL SOURCING

■■ We source suitable assets through a network of specialists 
which we have cultivated over the past 15 years. 

2. DUE DILIGENCE & NEGOTIATION OF BEST 
POSSIBLE DEAL TERMS

■■ Properties are evaluated through an extensive due dili-
gence process that enables us to identify all relevant risks, op-
portunities and challenges. 

This includes a review of the environmental characteris-
tics of the asset, and a life-cycle assessment that analyses the 
energy and carbon impact of the building in relation to its eco-
nomic profile. A community needs assessment is carried out, 
involving the evaluation of tenant composition; demographic 
data from the city in question including immigration and emi-
gration, as well as engagement with tenants on the service ex-
perience they wish to receive. The findings are subsequently 
aligned to GCP’s investment approach and target measures to-
ward improving community risk profiles and enhancing ten-
ants’ satisfaction and wellbeing.

Many of our projects relate to previously neglected prop-
erties where we can significantly improve the residential en-
vironment, reduce ecological impact through refurbishment, 
and thereby create both attractive residences and shareholder 
value. A customised plan is developed for each asset, with the 
aim of increasing rent, occupancy and cost efficiency, im-
proving environmental performance and delivering social 
benefit to tenants. 

 3.  ACQUISITION

■■ We pursue acquisitions of assets located in densely pop-
ulated areas or major cities that are high cash flow generating 
and/or offer vacancy reduction potential. Assets are typically 
below market level (under-rented), demonstrating upside po-
tential, with a purchase price below replacement costs and/or 
below market values, and potential to reduce the operating cost 
per square metre. 

 
4.   REPOSITIONING AND CAPEX

■■ Upon takeover of the property, asset development com-
mences. Targeted capital expenditure can achieve increases 
in rent and occupancy rates, decreases in operating costs and 
non-recoverable costs, and improve tenant satisfaction. Taken 
together, GCP’s strategic repositioning measures successfully 
turn under-managed and under-rented assets into profitable 
assets with sustainable shareholder value.

Tenant satisfaction is key to our success, and investments 
are made in targeted measures to enhance tenants’ quality of 
living, such as the provision of shared facilities and support 
to local charitable associations. We engage with local authori-
ties to improve existing community infrastructure, helping to 
make the neighbourhoods where we invest become more de-
sirable. As tenants often choose to stay longer if they enjoy the 
quality of housing and community offered by the assets, the 
company benefits in turn through longer average lease terms. 

Improving assets’ environmental performance is an im-
portant part of repositioning, and we are exploring the most 
appropriate building certifications given our portfolio’s char-
acteristics and the importance many stakeholders place on an 
external benchmark of asset performance.  Embedding con-
tinual improvement is at the heart of our asset management 
strategy. Investing in more efficient heating systems and im-
provements in waste management infrastructure, among oth-
er initiatives, increases the quality and comfort of our assets, 
with benefits for both tenants and GCP as the landlord. 

Throughout this stage and beyond, our proprietary and 
centralised IT system enables us to track and respond to mar-
ket rent trends; manage re-letting risks and respond rapidly to 
tenant needs on a daily basis.

 5.  YIELD & VALUE INCREASE

■■ After the initial business plan is realised, we continue to 
regularly assess the merits of ongoing improvements to prop-
erties to further enhance the yield on our portfolio by increas-
ing the quality and appearance of the properties, which lead 
to higher rents and increasing occupancy. We also apply sig-
nificant scrutiny to costs, systematically reviewing ways to 
increase efficiency and thus increase cash flows.

Our strategic aim is to retain residents by actively foster-
ing tenant loyalty. Thus, we orient our development efforts on 
creating supportive, affordable communities where people en-
joy living and staying. Low turnover rates benefit our proper-
ties’ communities as well as the company’s operational results.

We maintain an ongoing focus on tenant health, safety and 
wellbeing, and customer service excellence, supported by the 
GCP Service Centre. In accordance with our Environmental 
Policy, we continually seek opportunities to reduce our assets’ 
energy, water, waste and emissions impact. 

This approach translates into higher returns and an in-
crease in asset values and enables us to sustain long-term asset 
financing.

 
6. LONG-TERM HOLD (90%) OR SALE ON 

OPPORTUNISTIC BASIS (UP TO 10% P.A.)

■■ We maintain a long-term hold on most of the assets in our 
portfolio. Disposals are made on an opportunistic basis at high 
capital gains and channelled into additional high potential 
properties. 

A decisive factor in GCP’s ability to successfully create 
value through our business model is our commitment to re-
sponsible business practices. Our Company vision is founded 
on the core values of integrity, respect, performance, account-
ability, and sustainability. We have formulated these values 
into five guiding principles, which we use to shape our daily 
operations and strategic decisions. 

Across all stages of the business strategy, GCP recognis-
es the importance of all the talented and diverse people who 
make up our staff. We support staff to develop specialist skills 
and expertise and aim to provide a work environment that re-
inforces high levels of motivation, fosters diversity and pro-
motes health and wellbeing.
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TRENDS EFFECTING THE REAL ESTATE INDUSTRY

■■ The effective deployment of our business model and strategy is contingent on many different factors. We trust in the 
diligence and capability of our internal teams, partners and suppliers to uphold our reputation and deliver our services to 
the highest standards with the best-fitting technological support. The social cohesiveness and well-being of the neighbour-
hoods around our assets is important for us to achieve our goal of creating affordable communities where people want to live 
and stay.  A favourable macroeconomic context and stable social and institutional conditions in the cities where we invest, 
underpinned by stable climatic conditions, support our long-term business interests.

In the current context, we have identified five major interconnected trends which impact on the long-term evolution of 
our business, and which help to inform the strategic focus areas of our integrated sustainable business strategy. 

CLIMATE & ECOLOGICAL EMERGENCY

■■ There is scientific consensus that our climate is chang-
ing considerably, and that global biodiversity and natural 
resources are being rapidly depleted. Together, these events 
pose an existential threat that calls for effective widescale 
mobilisation to counteract. The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) has made clear that we must lim-
it global warming to 1.5° C, but based on currently levels of 
commitment, we are on course to reach 3°C of warming. 

We have analysed our assets’ direct exposure to cli-
mate-related risk and found that none of the locations where 
we are present pose risks in relation to climatic changes, 
including flooding and extreme weather events. Nonethe-
less, rising sea levels, higher temperatures, altered levels 
of precipitation and more frequent storms and droughts 
could have indirect impacts on our business if and when 
they become severe enough to precipitate mass migrations; 
food and water shortages; economic losses and rapid move-
ments of investment capital, all of which would have reper-
cussions for our investors, tenants and other stakeholders. 
Our focus on stable, mature markets within Europe and our 
diversity both in terms of city-level market exposure and 
capital funding put us in a strong position to withstand such 
scenarios.

In Germany, over 64 towns and cities have declared a 
climate emergency and protests by climate and ecological 
activists are becoming more commonplace as increasing 
numbers of people are concerned by the lack of an urgent 
government response to the crisis. Although Germany has 
largely managed to decouple economic growth (measured in 

GDP) from a rise in greenhouse gas emissions, the record of 
the past three decades shows that the country would need to 
implement significant changes if it wants to reduce emis-
sions to meet its targets. Germany’s Climate Action Plan 
2050 sets out carbon reduction targets for all sectors, and 
this includes long-term strategies for upgrading the build-
ing stock and the gradual phasing out of fossil-fuel heat-
ing systems, and a zero-energy standard for new buildings 
from 2021, aiming towards a carbon-neutral built environ-
ment by 2050.

As a company which invests in the existing building 
stock and modernises it to achieve higher levels of efficien-
cy, there is an opportunity for us to position ourselves as 
a positive contributor to the low carbon economy, working 
towards low or zero carbon status for our assets. This would 
help us to attract and retain investors as well as tenants and 
secure easier buy-in for structural projects from local au-
thorities. 

 GLOBAL  ECONOMY

■■ Global economic activity slowed during 2019; trade and 
geopolitical tensions have cast a shadow on international 
cooperation, and this has been amplified by the Covid-19 
pandemic that was confirmed by the WHO in March 2020. 
These factors will continue to have an impact on the glob-
al economy, and by extension real estate markets across 
Western Europe. 

Due to the focus of GCP on residential properties, we do 
not anticipate any substantial direct impact on our inter-
nal operations due to the virus since our operations are not 

Climate & 
ecological 
emergency

Global 
economy

Demographic 
change & 

urbanisation

Affordable 
housing & 

social inequality

Technological 
innovation

€
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significantly reliant on a supply chain of any sort. However, 
the coronavirus pandemic could have an adverse impact on 
tenants’ incomes and on the general economic situation in 
Germany, which in turn could be a strain on the Company’s 
top-line. Our diversified portfolio acts as an effective buf-
fer in such a scenario along with the fact that the portfolio 
is under-rented and thereby relatively less of a burden on 
tenants. The resulting uncertainty from the outbreak has 
also led to a significant decline in financial markets, how-
ever the German residential space is a resilient asset class 
making it an attractive investment option.  

Regardless of these risks, we are of the opinion that any 
downside is expected to be temporary in nature. In the lon-
ger term, disposable household incomes are expected to rise 
as the labour shortage contributes to wage growth, and fis-
cal measures are implemented to boost incomes. These latter 
trends should have a positive impact on tenants’ purchasing 
power, supporting tenant retention and rental income sta-
bility within our portfolio. Secondly, should the downturn 
continue longer than expected, our focus on the affordable 
end of the rental market offers an additional level of pro-
tection as job uncertainty or higher levels of unemployment 
are unlikely to translate into reduced occupancy levels. 

What is more, we benefit from a portfolio spread across 
cities with strong fundamentals, where a deceleration 
in overall economic output is likely to be tempered by lo-
cal economic dynamism. For example, Berlin has a di-
verse economy centred on the service sector, and econom-
ic growth levels consistently above the national average. 
North Rhine-Westphalia is an international business hub 
that is home to 26 out of the 50 largest companies in Ger-
many, and Dresden, Leipzig and Halle are important centres 
for scientific research and technology innovation, includ-
ing smart infrastructure development and digitalisation. 
Leipzig currently has the highest employment growth rate 
in the country. Hamburg is the second largest city in Ger-
many; has the highest level of GDP per capita and is an in-
ternational innovation hub for digital business transforma-
tion in logistics. The election of a new UK government and 
the UK’s exit from the European Union at the end of January 
2020 brings greater stability following a period of parlia-
mentary stalemate. Over the past decade, London’s economy 
has outperformed all other English regions, and the capital’s 
service-based economy is expected to remain buoyant on 
the basis that an orderly exit from the EU is achieved. 

As such, we are optimistic that asset values will con-
tinue to follow an upward trajectory, with rental market de-
mand remaining strong within the cities and urban regions 
where GCP selectively invests. 

DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGE AND URBANIZATION 

■■ The EU population is aging as life expectancy increases 
and fertility rates decline. However, the region continues 
to attract inward migration from other continents, spurred 
by the interrelated impacts of climate change, conflict and 
poverty. Population shifts are also taking place internal-
ly within the region, with prosperous cities attracting the 
greatest share of financial, intellectual and human capital, 

whilst many former industrial cities and less accessible ru-
ral areas experience economic stagnation and outward mi-
gration. 

The cities where GCP invests offer positive demograph-
ic indicators for residential property investment. Berlin has 
the second highest population density in Germany and a 
positive net migration balance. Combined with low levels 
of home ownership, this translates into high rental demand. 
Dresden has one of the highest birth rates among Germany’s 
cities, and Leipzig is forecast to have the highest popula-
tion growth in the under 20s bracket through to 2030. In 
London, meanwhile, the number of households is expected 
to increase by 30% until 2036, with an increased rental ra-
tio as ownership continues to decline. The UK capital has a 
population growth rate that is double that of the country as 
a whole, and a population density nearly 48 times as great 
as the EU average. 

If current trends continue, major German cities and 
London will continue to command high asset and rental val-
ues, spelling a positive outlook for GCP’s investment port-
folio long-term. At the same time, sustained infrastructural 
and social investment will be needed to cater to increased 
demand for services and resources, highlighting the valid-
ity of GCP’s community-building strategy. Furthermore, 
as urban populations continue to become more ethnically 
diverse, real estate developers and managers will be en-
couraged to adopt design and management approaches and 
workplace practices that foster social cohesion and inclu-
siveness; an approach which we are already taking in the 
context of both our community relations management and 
workforce diversity policy.

AFFORDABLE HOUSING & SOCIAL INEQUALITY

■■ The United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goal 
(SDG) 1 – ‘End poverty in all its forms everywhere’ – has 
challenged governments and business to ensure that all 
members of society have equal rights to economic resourc-
es, access to basic services, ownership and control over land 
and other forms of property. Yet a lack of affordable and 
social housing across most major European cities poses a 
challenge to achieving this Goal. Limited building opportu-
nities due to scarcity of land and concern that increasing 
densities will impact on quality of life mean that there is 
not enough housing supply to meet demand, keeping prices 
high. A shortage of skilled workers in the construction sec-
tor has exacerbated the problem. 

On the one hand, growing inequalities make access to 
housing even more difficult for individuals and households 
with lower incomes. On the other, poor quality, overcrowd-
ed and temporary accommodation increases inequalities in 
education and health outcomes and opportunities, perpetu-
ating a vicious cycle and increasing the risk of social unrest 
and political instability. 

Nonetheless, the shortage of housing can also pres-
ent opportunities in new sub-sectors, such as investment 
in micro-apartments and co-living, as well as the conver-
sion of former retail or industrial assets to residential use. 
Community well-being can be enhanced by a place-making 
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approach that is informed by consultation on local needs; 
and integrates public spaces and amenities that encourage 
healthy lifestyles and are inclusive of people of diverse ages, 
occupations, ethnicities and levels of income. 

As the provision of social housing for low-income fam-
ilies and individuals forms a significant part of the social 
contract between governments and citizens, we expect to 
see continued support in the form of financial benefits for 
the proportion of our tenant base which includes house-
holds with lower than average incomes. It also puts us in a 
unique position to contribute directly to the quality of life 
and social opportunities of our tenants, principally by of-
fering high quality housing and outstanding customer care 
at affordable rates.

Besides sponsoring activities to support tenants’ edu-
cation and employment prospects, we create shared facili-
ties for tenants and fund an ongoing programme of events to 
encourage neighbours to spend time together. Our invest-
ments in environmental efficiency measures and engage-
ment with residents to promote energy and water saving 
as well as waste reduction contributes to reducing tenants’ 
costs, as do additional customer services such as retail dis-
counts. 

 TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION

■■ Rapid advances in technology are transforming all as-
pects of day to day life, including the ways in which people 
work, study, travel, shop, communicate and socialise. Tech-
nological innovation will support the transition to a low 
carbon economy as electric vehicles become mainstream 
and clean tech – including renewable energy systems and 
storage devices – becomes more cost effective and advanced. 
Data-driven technologies will make buildings, utilities and 
transportation networks more efficient and interconnected. 
In Germany, the Digitisation of the Energy Turnaround Act 
(2016) will propel the roll out of smart meters in homes. 

In the real estate sector, the use of new technologies 
is already changing the ways in which buildings are con-
structed or redeveloped, leased, sold and managed. For ex-
ample, virtual reality devices are changing the way that 
prospective investors and tenants experience spaces and 
buildings. Within operational buildings, data platforms and 
equipment which adjust and optimise indoor environmental 
quality and resource use now enable occupants to receive a 
more interactive, comfortable and personalised experience 
of a building and reduce their ecological footprint. 

As part of the asset repositioning process, we seek to 
upgrade building infrastructure and equipment, which in-
cludes identifying opportunities to install more efficient 
and/or renewables-based energy systems. We are already 
rolling out digital meters to more accurately measure ener-
gy and water consumptions, and we have piloted a digital-
ly-enabled pay-by-weight waste scheme for tenants. At a 
corporate level, we take advantage of developments in digi-
tal technology to enhance customer communication. MÖNCHENGLADBACH
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■■ GCP’s integrated sustainable business strategy helps us 
to create additional and enduring value through our busi-
ness model. We apply the principle of materiality to identify 
significant issues, risks and opportunities within the con-
text of our sustainable business strategy. 

Our most recent full materiality review – conducted in 
2018 – was commissioned by our CR Steering Committee 
in order to gain a more detailed picture of how stakehold-
ers and internal experts assess the various sustainability 
issues facing our business. This involved assessing issues 
both in terms of their impact on stakeholder decision-mak-

ing, and their significance in relation to the economy, envi-
ronment and society. 

The outcomes from both assessments were combined 
to create GCP’s materiality matrix (below) which was sub-
sequently validated by the CR Steering Committee and the 
Board of Directors. A management review was also con-
ducted with respect to the Luxembourg law implementing 
the EU’s Directive in Non-Financial Reporting to ensure 
that no topics needed for understanding our course of busi-
ness, business results, or position had been omitted.

SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS STRATEGY:  FOCUS AREAS AND MATERIAL ISSUES
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The findings form the basis of our strategy which groups 
issues according to five core focus areas: Tenants, Employ-
ees, Environment, Society and Governance.  The material 
issues highlighted in bold in the diagram below correspond 
to the Priority 1 issues identified during the review.  

In addition, we conduct an annual review of our mate-
rial issues during a workshop attended by senior internal 
stakeholders including departmental heads. The work-
shop is an opportunity to review the list of material issues, 
identify additional topics based on market trends and op-
erational developments, and prioritise our response ac-

cordingly. It also helps to decide on short-term sub-goals 
and milestones for the coming year that are aimed towards 
reaching the long-term targets and reflect on past progress 
made. Additional issues identified during the most recent 
workshop are also included in the table.  

We have developed strategies to maintain excellent 
performance and/or target improvements in these areas, as 
shown in the tables below. We have aligned our goals with 
the United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals (UN 
SDGs), in particular Goals 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 11, 13, 16 and 17. 

COLOGNE
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FOCUS AREAS

ISSUES

TARGETS

Tenants

Customer satisfaction 
Customer health 

& safety
Liveable environment

Create a high standard of 
living at our properties 
through safe, attractive 

buildings, active 
community building and 

engaged customer 
service

––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Retain residents by 

actively fostering tenant 
loyalty, by creating 

supportive, affordable 
communities where 

people enjoy living and 
staying

––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Continually enhance 

tenant satisfaction levels 
with regard to all 
assessment areas

Occupational
 health & safety

Core Labour 
standards 

Diversity & equal 
opportunitites

Training & Development

Be among the top ten 
most attractive 

employers in the German 
residential real estate 

sector by 2030
––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Become a health & 
wellbeing certified office 

by 2025
––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Reduce sick days by 
encouraging our 

employees to be active 
and maintain a healthy 

lifestyle

Build supportive and 
affordable communities 

where people want to live 
and stay

––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Target investments 

toward the creation of 
high-quality shared 

spaces for tenants and 
support local 

community-building 
organizations

––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Support measures that 
are geared to pay into 

achievement of the 
United Nation’s 

Sustainable Development 
Goals

––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Support charitable 

organizations in our 
local communities with 
€500,000 p.a. through 

the GCP Foundation

Maintain zero 
compliance violations

––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Ensure that all personal 

data stored and/or 
processed in the course 

of the Group’s operations 
is protected from 
manipulation and 

misuse
––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Maintain zero human 
rights violations in the 

supply chain

Achieve a 40% reduction in CO₂ 
emissions by 2030 compared to 2018

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Continue the implementation of highly 

efficient heating systems
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Increase the amount of assets with on-

site energy systems such as PV and 
Combined Heat and Power (CHP/CCHP)
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Expansion of the charging station 
infrastructure for electromobility and 

further inclusion of electric vehicles in 
our fleet

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Achieve electricity supply from 

renewables and climate-neutral gas 
supply for 100% of our assets where we 

have operational influence
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Further reduce non-recyclable waste by 

expanding waste management
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Limit water consumption to only that 
which is necessary and eliminate 

wasteful usage

Energy & Emissions 
Climate change adaption

Wastewater & waste
Water

Local communities
Social challenges

Compliance
Fair business

Data protection
 Suppliers

Regulatory framework
Recognition

• Attain and maintain 
high level of safety 
standards

• Loyalty program for 
tenants

• Analysis of a  system 
for employee en-
gagement survey

• Conduct gap analysis 
for WELL certifi-
cation

• CSR training for all 
employees

• Launch a new 
digital performance 
management scheme

• Increase number 
of participants for 
social day across all 
regions

• Increase project 
volume of 
Foundation in every 
region

• Compliance Risk 
Assessment

• Online compliance 
training

• Introduce web-
based whistle-blow-
er service

• Install PV on parking garage and 
EV charging stations at Berlin HQ

• Add 80-100 electric vehicles to 
fleet

Employees Environment Society Governance

SUB-GOALS / MILESTONES 2020
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The risks and opportunities associated with our high 
priority (Priority 1) material issues, and a summary of our 
management approach, is presented in the table below. 

For more information about our materiality approach 
and methodology, please see our Corporate Responsibility 
Report 2018.

MATERIAL ISSUE WHAT IT MEANS
RISKS & 
OPPORTUNITIES

MANAGEMENT 
APPROACH

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATORS

Compliance Compliance with all 
applicable laws & 
regulations as a 
pre-requisite for 
exceptional 
performance

• Reputation & trust
• Ability to attract & 

retain shareholders & 
bondholders, tenants 
& customers

• Sanctions & fines

• Compliance 
framework covering 
all aspects of the 
business

• Extensive internal 
audit & reporting 
procedures 

• Corporate policies 
supported by clear 
communications

• Whistle-blowing 
mechanism

Number of compliance 
violations

See Governance – Fair business and compliance on page 41 for further information

MATERIAL ISSUE WHAT IT MEANS
RISKS & 
OPPORTUNITIES

MANAGEMENT 
APPROACH

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATORS

Data protection Protection of 
individual privacy 
through adequate 
data security provisions

• Compliance with 
GDPR

• Reputation & trust
• Sanctions & fines
• Stakeholders’ 

personal concerns & 
expectations 

• Protect all 
personal data from 
manipulation & 
misuse

• Regular review & 
development of IT 
systems

• Corporate policies & 
training within all 
departments

• Standard Operating 
Procedures (SOPs)

• Mandatory 
reporting & incident 
investigation

• Stakeholder 
communication

Number of instances of 
data protection breaches

See Governance – Data protection on page 44 for further information

MATERIAL ISSUE WHAT IT MEANS
RISKS & 
OPPORTUNITIES

MANAGEMENT 
APPROACH

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATORS

Fair business Maintaining ethical 
behaviour practices; 
labour standards & 
human rights; 
fair treatment of
staff & suppliers

• Compliance
• Sanctions & fines
• Reputation & trust
• Staff attraction & 

retention

• Code of conduct & 
mandatory training

• Supplier code of 
conduct 

• On-site inspections 
and ‘spot checks’ on 
suppliers

• Compensation 
strategy

Number of compliance 
violations

Human Rights violations

See Governance - Fair Business and Compliance on page 41 for further information

https://Corporate Responsibility Report 2018
https://Corporate Responsibility Report 2018
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MATERIAL ISSUE WHAT IT MEANS
RISKS & 
OPPORTUNITIES

MANAGEMENT 
APPROACH

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATORS

Customer 
health & safety

Provision of 
infrastructural 
health & safety 
and management of 
day-to-day health & 
safety risk

• Compliance
• Sanctions & fines
• Reputation & trust
• Tenant satisfaction

• Initial risk 
assessments & 
reducing maintenance 
backlog following 
acquisition

• Regular, strong on-
site presence

• Ongoing health & 
safety assessment 
which feeds into 
investment planning

• External fire safety 
checks & immediate 
corrective action

• Investigation of all 
incidents

Investments in fire, life 
and safety

% of properties 
undergoing regular 
health and safety 
inspections

See Tenants – Tenant satisfaction on pages 18 to 20 for further information

MATERIAL ISSUE WHAT IT MEANS
RISKS & 
OPPORTUNITIES

MANAGEMENT 
APPROACH

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATORS

Customer 
satisfaction

Maintaining high levels 
of tenant satisfaction by 
ensuring anticipation 
of and response to latest 
interests & needs

• Tenant attraction & 
retention

• Long-term income 
generation & 
attractive yields

• Occupancy rates
• Reputation
• Additional costs & 

revenue instability if 
there are suboptimal 
fluctuation rates

• Tenant needs 
assessment

• Community Relations 
teams

• GCP Service Centre 
(TÜV- certified 
proven Service 
Quality and DIN EN 
ISO 9001:2015)

• IT & software systems 
for tenant care 
management

• Alignment between 
investment and tenant 
satisfaction

• Ongoing enhancement 
of housing quality

• Regular tenant events
• Ongoing training 

for employees and 
monitoring of tenant 
satisfaction

Tenant rating of Service 
Centre friendliness

Tenant rating of 
resolution time

EPRA Vacancy rate

See Tenants – Tenant satisfaction on pages 18 to 20 for further information

MATERIAL ISSUE WHAT IT MEANS
RISKS & 
OPPORTUNITIES

MANAGEMENT 
APPROACH

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATORS

Local communities Being a responsible 
& active contributor 
to building strong 
communities

• Tenant attraction & 
retention

• Operational 
performance of assets

• Reputation
• Relationships with 

Local Authorities

• Community 
Involvement & 
Development Policy

• Community needs 
assessment

• Community Relations 
Officers

• Creation of high-
quality shared spaces

• Sponsorship of 
sports & educational 
initiatives

• Community events

Investments through the 
Community Foundation

Employee hours spent at 
corporate volunteering 
days

Community events held 
at GCP properties

See Society – Community engagement on pages 35 to 37 for further information
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MATERIAL ISSUE WHAT IT MEANS
RISKS & 
OPPORTUNITIES

MANAGEMENT 
APPROACH

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATORS

Occupational 
health & safety

Promoting health, 
safety & wellbeing 
in the work environment

• Compliance
• Sanctions & fines
• Recruitment & 

retention
• Staff productivity

• Health & Safety 
Policy & procedures, 
including incident 
monitoring

• Mandatory annual 
health & safety 
training for all staff

• First Aid Officers 
throughout the 
Company, and 
company physician

• Initiatives to 
encourage healthy 
lifestyle

Work-related incidents

See Employees – Health, safety and wellbeing on page 25 for further information

MATERIAL ISSUE WHAT IT MEANS
RISKS & 
OPPORTUNITIES

MANAGEMENT 
APPROACH

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATORS

Core labour 
standards

Conditions of 
employment for 
employees, rights of co-
determination, salary 
structures, employee 
satisfaction, corporate 
culture and ethics 

• Reputation
• High turnover 

resulting in loss 
of expertise and 
intellectual capital

• Inability to attract 
talent

• Code of Conduct & 
Anti-Discrimination 
Policies

• Whistle-blowing 
mechanism

• Remuneration & 
benefits package

• E-learning 
management system 
and In-house training 
academy

Incidents of 
discrimination
 
Hours of employee 
training

Gender pay gap

Employee retention rate

See Employees – Diversity and anti-discrimination and Governance – Human rights on pages 25 and 42 for further information

MATERIAL ISSUE WHAT IT MEANS
RISKS & 
OPPORTUNITIES

MANAGEMENT 
APPROACH

PERFORMANCE 
INDICATORS

Energy & emissions Enhancing energy 
efficiency; investing 
in renewable energy 
systems & procuring 
renewable energy 
through the grid

• Compliance
• Energy cost
• GHG emissions
• Long-term asset 

values

• Environmental Policy
• Life-cycle assessment
• Asset enhancement to 

deliver higher portfolio 
environmental 
performance 

• Energy cost reduction 
focus within 
investment strategy 
& refurbishment 
activity

• Systematic roll out 
of advanced heating 
systems

• Regular technical 
audits for continuous 
improvement

• Switch to gas 
providers who 
offset their CO2 and 
electricity providers 
with 100% renewable 
sources

• Ongoing performance 
data monitoring & 
benchmarking

% of assets supplied by 
renewable energy

Building energy 
intensity

Total GHG emissions 
(like-for -like)

GHG emissions intensity 
from building energy

See Environment – Energy and emissions on pages 30 to 31  for further information

Back to Content
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Tenants’ well-being and safety are fundamental to 
GCP’s successful long-term business performance. As 
such, tenant satisfaction and health & safety are the 
primary focus of our efforts, and we aim to continually 
enhance the quality and safety of our residential units 
and their surroundings to deliver a high standard of 
living. We do this via a three-fold approach: invest-
ing in building modernisation; providing outstanding 
customer service and realising active community in-
volvement that promotes greater social cohesion. 

TARGETS

• Create a high standard of living at our proper-
ties through safe, attractive buildings, active 
community building, and engaged customer 
service

• Retain residents by actively fostering tenant 
loyalty, by creating supportive, affordable 
communities where people enjoy living and 
staying

• Continually enhance tenant satisfaction lev-
els with regard to all assessment areas

TENANT SATISFACTION

■■ GCP aims to create supportive, affordable communities 
where people enjoy living and staying. Tenant satisfaction 
is a prime indicator of our performance as it translates into 
high occupancy rates, contributing to strong long-term re-
turns. Tenants’ interests are top of mind not just for our Ser-
vice Centre and operations teams, but throughout our whole 
company. 

Our approach to tenant satisfaction involves three strategies:

• Investing in building infrastructure so that we can of-
fer tenants a higher standard of living in safe, comfort-
able, efficient and attractive buildings with additional 
amenities (see also New housing and residential con-
cepts on pages 20 to 21 below).

• Providing outstanding customer service through the 
GCP Service Centre; face-to-face contact and other 
points of contact (see also Communication and trans-
parency on page 20 below).

• Active community involvement to promote a strong 
sense of neighbourliness and connection with the local 
community (see also Society – Community engagement 
on pages 35 to 37). 

Our endeavours to ensure the highest 
levels of tenant satisfaction by building 
resilient infrastructure and focusing on 
inclusiveness, innovation, sustainabili-
ty and safety support the United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goals (UN 
SDGs) for Good Health and Well-Being 
(#3) and Sustainable Cities and Commu-
nities (#11).

TENANTS

€24m
Investment 

in apartment 
refurbishments

€2m
Investment 
in outside 

spaces

€2m
Investment in 
fire, life and 

safety

6.7%
Tenant 

retention
(2018: 7.1%)

4.87
Tenant rating 

of service 
friendliness

(out of 5)
(2018: 4.77)

4.73
Tenant rating 
of resolution 

time
(out of 5)

(2018: 4.51)

100%
Property 

health 
& safety 

inspections
(2018: 100%)

KEY FIGURES 2

2 As at 31 December 2019. 
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INVESTMENTS TO PROMOTE HEALTH AND SAFETY 
AND ENHANCE THE TENANT EXPERIENCE 

■■ The GCP Health and Safety Policy sets out our commit-
ment to protecting the health and safety of our tenants, and 
the procedures we employ throughout the asset lifecycle 
including hazard assessment, training, communication and 
reporting. The policy covers all aspects of health and safe-
ty including drinking water quality, fire safety, equipment 
specification, site maintenance and air quality.  

When a new property is bought into the portfolio, GCP’s 
comprehensive due diligence risk assessment enables us to 
identify risks and implement preventive maintenance solu-
tions to eliminate problems before they occur. Extensive 
assessments of the building’s structural characteristics are 
carried out, providing the basis for targeted investment in 
refurbishment activities. 

Investments to improve safety risk prevention are 
pursued as a priority, with diligent attention to fire safe-
ty. Where necessary, we commission expert advice opinion 
from external fire safety specialists and subsequently align 
our investments with their recommendations. For example, 
if deficits are identified, these are documented and report-
ed to the construction department who is responsible for 
executing the necessary remedies and reports on a regular 
basis to the regional directors. Follow-up processes verify 
that the work has been carried out and the deficit corrected 
satisfactorily. 

Aesthetic works to enhance the building’s exterior; in-
crease its energy efficiency; create new facilities for resi-
dents and make the property more accessible to tenants with 
special mobility needs are all considered at the acquisition 
state, and measures are implemented which benefit tenants 
through improved temperature control and indoor envi-
ronmental quality; lower utilities costs; easier movement 
in and around the building and additional communal space 
and services. If social challenges are identified at the ac-
quisition stage, GCP supports tenants by offering additional 
services such as Community Relations Officers, assistance 
with local authorities or mediation in cases of dispute. 

As part of the asset repositioning process, GCP engages 
with tenants to understand their needs, ensuring that in-
vestments made bring positive social benefit and enhance 
quality of life. Infrastructure investments cultivate a sense 
of community, and by involving tenants in the evolution of 
their living environment, GCP increases the likelihood of 
earning our customers’ trust and loyalty. The ongoing pres-
ence of four Community Relations Officers at selected prop-
erties also helps to build stable communities and minimises 
risks of crime, property damage and rental debt.

During the operational phase, GCP takes its responsi-
bility to continually enhance the quality of its residential 
units and their surroundings very seriously. Onsite proper-
ty management teams ensure we maintain a strong on-site 
presence to monitor, report and remedy any health and safe-
ty defects within the specified time frames set out in our 
policy. They are supported by regular site inspections and 

technical assessments as required by national legislation 
covering general technical assessments (i.e. water quality, 
elevators), fire protection systems and other organisational 
measures (i.e. assigning fire protection officers, provision 
of a fire protection order, internal and external fire protec-
tion audits). Regular site visits also play a key role in pre-
paring budget decisions for each property. 

CUSTOMER SERVICE

■■ GCP’s customer-led approach begins at the very start 
of the individual tenant journey. The GCP Service Centre 
is open for prospective tenants 24/7, with rapid response 
on requests for information in multiple languages and ar-
rangement of property viewings, and thereafter continues 
to be available to signed tenants for all types of day-to-day 
issues that require landlord assistance, throughout the 
duration of their occupancy (see page 20). If tenants have 
personal challenges, they can count on the support of GCP’s 
Community Relations teams and on-site staff to assist in 
matters such as communication with schools and local au-
thorities and overcoming language barriers. Through the 
course of their tenancy, GCP’s customers benefit from the 
roll out of structural improvements within their building, 
and the ability to co-create and participate in social activi-
ties for their residential community. 

Moreover, we seek to constantly surprise our tenants 
with a continuously improved service that exceeds what 
have become standard expectations. For example, over 
the past couple of years, we have sought to improve digi-
tal access to our Service Centre, with mobile apps and “chat” 
functions. The relaunch of our tenant portal provides all our 
tenants with an exclusive special offer program, including 
shopping discounts that aim to make day-to-day errands 
easier. A tenant loyalty program is also under development 
and planned to be rolled out in 2020. 

Feedback received from tenants is used to support con-
tinual improvement. By nature of its ticketing system, the 
GCP Service Centre enables us to build up a valuable dataset 
on service performance, which in turn helps us to eliminate 
sources of tenant dissatisfaction through a preventive ap-
proach and identify further ways in which we can improve 
living standards. 

We track and review quantitative indicators of cus-
tomer satisfaction on a continual basis, covering the tenant 
life-cycle from their first interaction with GCP as a pro-
spective tenant through to departing tenants when they 
leave one of our properties. After each service request has 
been closed, a survey is issued to the tenant who is asked to 
assess GCP’s performance in terms of friendliness; reach-
ability; quality of work conducted and time to resolution. 
Over the past five years, we have seen a positive evolution 
against these indicators. As evidence of the validity of our 
customer service approach and incentive for GCP staff to 
keep up their excellent work, in 2019 GCP was rated 4.87 
(out of 5) for Service Centre friendliness; 4.76 for reachabil-
ity; 4.75 for quality of work and 4.73 for resolution time.  
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COMMUNICATION AND TRANSPARENCY

■■ In keeping with our efforts to enhance tenant satisfac-
tion and offer outstanding customer service, we place sig-
nificant importance on direct interaction and dialogue. 

After GCP acquires new properties and begins to plan 
for structural investments, we liaise closely with tenants’ 
associations to make sure that the improvements proposed 
are aligned to tenant needs. 

Throughout the operational management phase, tenants 
rely on receiving effective information, advice, and assis-
tance from GCP as their building operator. GCP employees 
address tenants’ concerns through direct interaction as well 
as via the GCP Service Centre, which offers support in a va-
riety of languages, 24 hours a day, seven days a week, every 
day of the year. With a commitment to maintaining a 24-
hour response time, the GCP Service Centre is contactable 
via toll-free numbers; by email; the GCP app; the GCP Portal 
and various ‘chat’ platforms. It uses a ticketing system de-
veloped by GCP that enables all tenant concerns to be doc-
umented and addressed consistently. GCP targets minimum 
waiting times. Our goal is to answer 95% of calls in under 20 
seconds. In order to deliver first class service even at peak 
times tenants can decide to receive a call-back. 

The successful running of the GCP Service Centre and 
other tenant engagement channels is heavily contingent on 
the ability of our staff to listen and respond effectively, and 
to cultivate open communication and trust. Hence customer 
service excellence is a core aspect of staff training. All new 
employees in the GCP Service Centre receive one month’s 
training in house, immersed in GCP’s theory and practices, 
involving shadowing experienced staff; ‘role play’ calls and 
training in conversational standards. Continuous train-
ing is part of the job for all staff, including monitoring from 
‘call listeners’ and group debriefs in a convivial atmosphere. 
Customer service is also an integral part of GCP’s Leader-
ship Program, reinforcing GCP’s visible management com-
mitment to utmost professionalism in service. 

Our service centre boasts TÜV certifications for Prov-
en Service Quality and Quality Management (DIN EN ISO 
9001:2015). The quality management certification, con-
firmed by the independent auditor TÜV Profi Cert Hessen 
in February 2019 (and re-confirmed in March 2020), pro-
vides assurance that the Service Centre is being managed 
on a very rigorous basis with regards to stakeholder en-
gagement; risk management and continual improvement. 
In 2018, GCP’s customer service by telephone received the 
best rating out of 11 major property companies tested by the 
German Institute for Quality Service (DISQ), adding to our 
confidence in the efficacy of GCP’s approach. Opportuni-
ties for improvement were identified across all companies 
surveyed and have been a part of GCP’s focus on enhancing 
digital communications with tenants in 2019. 

COMMUNITY INVESTMENT, NEW HOUSING AND 
RESIDENTIAL CONCEPTS

■■ In our role as asset owner and property manager, GCP 
has the opportunity to generate significant added social 
value by enhancing the living conditions offered to tenants. 
GCP’s asset repositioning strategy – from asset selection 
and acquisition through to our active management ap-
proach – is geared towards the development and improve-
ment of residential concepts and in particular the creation 
of family-friendly living environments. 

In the first instance, we source assets which offer po-
tential for structural improvement and higher quality man-
agement. Information about a property’s tenant profile as 
well as demographic and social indicators within the sur-
rounding neighbourhood are considered as part of GCP’s 
due diligence assessments, helping to inform the Company’s 
investment approach and management of social risks which 
could infringe on tenants’ quality of life. 

These structural investments and operational improve-
ments enhance residents’ health and well-being and foster 
a greater sense of neighbourliness that benefits all tenants 
in a property. GCP likewise benefits through longer average 
lease terms as tenants often choose to stay longer in high 
quality housing with a strong community.   

Our social engagement strategy (detailed in the Society 
chapter, page 35) further leverages our potential to invest in 
shared spaces in and around our residential assets to pro-
mote community events that boost tenant satisfaction and 
retention rates, as well as meeting local needs. The extent 
of GCP’s approach is unique among the German residen-
tial sector, and we offer an extensive range of facilities and 
tenant events designed to bring neighbours together, cre-
ating a sense of pride in their shared building and its sur-
roundings, and enabling us to develop personal relation-
ships with our customers. 

Community facilities like indoor and outdoor play-
grounds, fitness trails, BBQ areas and tenant libraries create 
spaces where people can congregate and build relationships, 
supporting health, well-being and educational develop-
ment, and offering venues for seasonal celebrations such as 
Easter, summer fêtes and Santa Claus visits for Christmas 
(180 tenant events in 2019). Our recently renovated tenant 
library “Gelbe Galaxie” in Leipzig-Grünau for example, pro-
vides a shared space for families and children to learn and 
socialise. The library houses approximately 4,000 books 
as well as an extensive range of DVDs, CDs and other me-
dia that are available for tenants to borrow free of charge. 
The library also hosts regular events such as handicraft and 
story-telling clubs, cinema afternoons, board games and tu-
toring.  

By working closely with local authorities, policy-mak-
ers and non-profit organisations, we also channel invest-
ments towards services and infrastructure that can bring 
the greatest benefits to residents. One example is our co-
operation with local non-profit organisations that provide 
educational assistance as well as general care for children 
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living in our properties. GCP supports these organisations 
by offering rent-free access to housing units or commercial 
space, as well as furniture, equipment, and funds to cover 
operational costs. The case study of Bremen “Grohner Düne” 
Community Centre, on page 36, typifies this approach. 

Secondly, we provide cash and/or in-kind funding to 
local organisations that deliver social benefits to tenants 
and the wider community in neighbourhoods where we are 
present. Examples include playgrounds or sports pitches, as 
well as funding services such as educational support pro-
grammes, sports clubs and social network groups. Recent 
examples include a €3,000 investment in a community veg-
etable garden for tenants at Wollepark Delmenhorst; €2,000 
support to cover materials and teachers’ costs for a commu-
nity centre at BÜZ Mönchengladbach; and the provision of 
rent-free space for organizations such as SOS-Kinderdorf,  
Pentacon e.V.,  Mosaik - füreinander e.V. and Don Bosco. 

GCP currently lets 20 units rent-free (with the major-
ity also being provided with free utilities) for social and/or 
charitable purposes, equivalent to a donation of approxi-
mately €90,000 in unexploited rental income. More infor-
mation about the wider social benefits of this strategy can 
be found in ‘Society – Community engagement’ on pages 35 
to 37 of this report. 

Back to Content
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As a leading company in the German real estate 
sector, GCP is committed to attracting talented 
people who share our commitment to outstanding 
customer service. Investing in our people’s knowl-
edge, skills and well-being supports their personal 
growth whilst contributing positively to GCP’s 
productivity and operational performance and 
giving our company a competitive advantage. 

TARGETS

• Be among the top ten most attractive employ-
ers in German residential real estate by 2030  

• Become a health and wellbeing certified office 
by 2025

• Reduce sick days by encouraging our employ-
ees to be active and maintain a healthy life-
style

EMPLOYEES

KEY FIGURES 3

By placing employee health and well-be-
ing, education and training, and diversi-
ty, inclusion and anti-discrimination at 
our core, we support the United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goals (UN 
SDGs) for Good Health and Well-Being 
(#3), Quality Education (#4), Gender 
Equality (#5), and Reduced Inequalities 
(#10).  

1,033
Employees
(2018: 979)

428
New hires
(2018: 343)

33%
Female 

representation 
in governance 

bodies
(2018: 33%)

78%
Retention 

rate 
(2018: 79%)

4.99
Average 
training 

hours
(2018: 8.46)

12
Work 

related 
incidents
(2018: 11)

0
Incidents of 

discrimination
(2018: 0)

1.05:1
Gender 
pay gap

(2018: 0.84:1)

3 As at 31 December 2019. 
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COMPANY CULTURE

■■ At GCP we want our people to know that they are an in-
tegral part of the company and partake in our shared suc-
cess. We are dedicated to personal growth as our foundation, 
and we prioritise creating an environment that encourages 
people to develop their competencies and pursue their ca-
reer by moving into the best-fitting roles within the com-
pany. With a strong focus on talent attraction and retention, 
we offer a culture of openness and horizontal management; 
flexible working hours, varied training and development 
opportunities and continual support through networks and 
a management-level mentoring programme. 

The GCP Code of Conduct lays out the values behind our 
culture and the expectations we have of all our employees. 
At a day-to-day level, GCP considers willingness to help, 
reliability, and a consideration for others’ needs the core 
attributes for living up to our business promise to tenants 
and stakeholders, and we expect all staff to exemplify these 
qualities.

In 2019, our new hire rate of 41.4% reflects our strong 
growth since 2016, and was partially offset by a turnover 
rate of 15.2%. Our overall retention rate was 77.9%, and the 
decrease from 78.8% in 2018  was mainly due to a higher 
number of departures in our service centre. We welcome 
feedback from our employees on an ongoing basis, and in 
2019 we formally introduced exit interviews for outgoing 
staff to identify points for further improvement. Having 
previously carried out ad hoc surveys within individual 
departments, we are planning to analyse systems for em-
ployee engagement in 2020. 

PAYMENT AND BENEFITS

■■ Offering an attractive remuneration and benefits pack-
age is directly linked to our ability to attract and retain 
highly qualified personnel. 

We are committed to providing fair compensation to all 
our staff, with salaries and bonuses determined exclusively 
on individuals’ skills, the competencies and responsibilities 
required by their position and personal success in their role. 
Our workforce gender pay gap, which was 1.05:1 woman to 
men for the whole workforce and 0.76:1 women to men at 
management level in 2019 (respectively 0.84:1 and 0.86:1 
in 2018), reflects a higher ratio of women at entry-level 
positions and compares favourably to national averages of 
0.80:1 in 2019 (German Federal Bureau of Statistics). 

Our wider benefit package – beyond compulsory pen-
sion plans – includes performance-based bonuses; extended 
annual leave entitlements in line with length of service; and 
a selection of additional benefits (such as child care subsi-
dies). Gym memberships are available for berlin-based staff, 
with on-line retail discounts available to all employees. We 
are particularly proud of our  web-based portal offering 
employee discounts which was introduced in 2019 and the 

deals we have brokered with external companies to provide 
employees with these additional benefits, one recent ex-
ample being a cooperation with a childcare operator which 
enables employees’ children to attend a holiday club during 
school vacations at a cost below the market rate.  

 
EDUCATION AND TRAINING

■■ Investing in the long-term potential of our staff contrib-
utes fundamentally to GCP’s commercial success. Moreover, 
professional development enhances employee motivation 
and satisfaction, thereby supporting internal mobility and 
reducing operating costs associated with the recruitment 
and hiring of new employees by strengthening our ability 
to attract and retain talent. Staff at all levels and throughout 
all units of the organisation receive support in developing 
their skills, and we take an approach that involves unlock-
ing people’s potential based on their talents, not just their 
pre-existing qualifications. 

Annual performance evaluations are made for 22% of 
staff, and individuals work together with their line manag-
ers to develop targets and a development plan for the com-
ing year. Previously, staff development has been recorded 
through our e-Learning Management System. In 2019, the 
average number of hours of training for each employee was 
4.99 (2018: 8.46) representing an investment of €119 per 
employee, and 107.5 hours for employees on the Leadership 
Excellence programme (see below). 

Training for all employees included soft and special-
ist skills delivered via traditional classroom settings and 
e-learning units. In 2020 we will launch a new digital per-
formance management scheme, logging individual perfor-
mance indicators, skills and competencies within one plat-
form that is linked to the GCP training academy, therefore 
enabling us to quickly identify a customised training plan 
for each employee and access performance reviews online. 

We focus on enabling employees to acquire the skills 
they need to undertake new and complex challenges as 
they navigate the fast pace of change linked to our key 
trends such as technological innovation and demograph-
ics.  Alongside our modular e-learning tool, GCP’s in-house 
training academy offers tailored training on a wide range 
of topics. Seminars are coordinated internally drawing on 
support from external experts where appropriate, and they 
promote continuous learning in the context of a real estate 
industry in continual evolution. In 2018 GCP launched a 
training course about our sustainable business strategy 
which was assigned to all staff, providing in-depth infor-
mation about the Company’s focus areas and management 
of material risks and opportunities. The training is now 
mandatory for all new employees who join the Company and 
will be updated on a yearly basis to reflect latest trends and 
progress made towards our sustainability targets. 



The GCP Leadership Excellence Program – a 12-month 
program designed to give talented employees the oppor-
tunity to build up their competences within a managerial 
position – likewise focuses on equipping managers with 
the vital skills they need to tackle complex challenges. Eight 
women and four men completed our Leadership Excellence 
Program in 2019 (2018: six women; eight men). A similar 
development program is in place for talented young grad-
uates. 

In line with the German dual-education system, GCP 
also offers an apprenticeship program in collaboration 
with the German Chamber of Industry and Commerce. In 
this format, trainees combine theoretical classroom-based 
learning with hands-on job experience on rotation in dif-
ferent departments of the company over the course of two to 
three years. GCP currently has 37 apprentices on role, with 
a further ten due to start mid-2020. 

DIVERSITY AND ANTI-DISCRIMINATION

■■ At GCP we value diversity as an opportunity. We believe 
that diverse experience, viewpoints and mindsets among 
our teams enables us to successfully conceive effective 
and innovative solutions to our business’ challenges. With 
this in mind, we purposefully seek to employ people from a 
variety of ethnicities, cultures and backgrounds to mirror 
the diversity of our tenants and enhance the quality of our 
work. We continue to maintain a very diverse workforce in 
terms of gender and nationality; our employees represent 41 
nationalities and female members of staff occupy 51% of all 
positions, and 41% of senior management positions.  

A Diversity Committee comprised of staff from all levels 
of employment coordinates our active commitment. Diver-
sity management involves building staff awareness through 
day-to-day culture and training of how differences are a 
source of creativity and make our company more flexible, 
productive, and competitive, as well as ensuring that di-
versity is given due attention in strategic decision-making 
within the business. 

Safeguarding the diversity of our organization and 
harbouring an inclusive work environment is a non-nego-
tiable priority for GCP, and discrimination in any form is 
not tolerated. All employees are required to sign GCP’s Code 
of Conduct, supplemented by our Anti-Discrimination Pol-
icy, when they enter into an employment contract with us, 
and this provides staff with clear definitions of discrimi-
nation and harassment and sets out their responsibilities 
for upholding GCP’s behavioural standards and reporting 
any incidents or suspected incidents that take place. We are 
proud of our strong track-record on anti-discrimination, 
as in 2019 once again zero incidents were reported (2018 & 
2017: 0). 

As testament to our diversity commitment, GCP is 
a signatory of the Charta der Vielfalt (German Diversity 
Charter), a corporate initiative to promote diversity in com-
panies and institutions. GCP has also been accepted into the 
2020 Bloomberg Gender Equality Index for the first time as 
a result of our transparent reporting of gender-related data 
and strength of commitment within our workplace. In 2019, 
five GCP apprentices took part in the Charta der Vielfalt Di-
versity Challenge under the team name “Five 4 Diversity”. 
They organized a staff workshop and created video record-
ing interviews with employees from across the Company, 
drawing attention to the diversity of people at GCP. 

HEALTH, SAFETY AND WELL-BEING

■■ A safe and healthy workplace and positive corporate 
culture together build the foundations for excellent staff 
performance. As these aspects touch all departments with-
in our business, GCP cultivates a sense of responsibility for 
health, safety and well-being throughout our entire Com-
pany. 

The Company’s Occupational Health & Safety Policy 
sets out the standards employees are expected to uphold, 
such as awareness of safety procedures and responsibilities 
for the reporting of safety incidents and non-conformances. 
Safety awareness is reinforced by mandatory annual train-
ing completed by all staff. 

In general, the nature of GCP’s direct operations does 
not expose staff to high risk factors for physical injury or 
diseases. All the same, beyond implementing all statutory 
EU health and safety (H&S) regulations, GCP has adopted 
additional internal policies designed to achieve the highest 
possible workplace standards for health and safety. GCP’s 
offices are subject to regular H&S checks. As such, work 
processes and tasks are always arranged in such a way as 
to mitigate physical risks as far as possible. Besides hav-
ing two designated Safety Officers (as per the legal require-
ment), we have created a network of trained First Aid Offi-
cers throughout the Company, currently totalling 82 (2018: 
62) members of staff. At the beginning of 2020, each floor 
of our Berlin headquarters was equipped with automat-
ed external defibrillators with training scheduled for staff 
in the unlikely event that a situation demands them to be 
used.  Furthermore, we employ a company physician who 
takes responsibility for occupational medical care, per-
forming regular occupational health checks (for example 
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€119
Investment in 

training
per employee

17.7%
Open positions 

filled by 
internal candidates

Female

Male

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Governance bodies

Senior management

All employees

33%

41%

51%

67%

59%

49%
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on workstation ergonomics) and offering a point of contact 
for all workplace health and safety questions. In 2019, GCP 
recorded a total of 12 work-related incidents (2018: 11). Ac-
counting for the higher number of employees in 2019,  this 
equates to a reduction in most health and safety indicators, 
including a lost day rate of 0.0035 (2018: 0.01) and an ab-
sentee rate of 6.78 (2018: 7.22). There were no recorded fa-
talities.    

There is a growing body of evidence to demonstrate 
how the quality of the physical workplace and promotion 
of healthy lifestyles through exercise and good nutrition 
significantly impacts on the health, well-being and pro-
ductivity of staff. With this in mind, GCP has set a goal to 
have a health and well-being certified office by 2025. We 
are reviewing the criteria of the WELL certification stan-
dard with the purpose of identifying our current position 
and improvement initiatives needed to reach the standard.

 

Employees at our Berlin headquarters already have free 
access to a state-of-the-art fitness centre with training su-
pervision and nutritional advice from qualified trainers as 
needed, as well as specialised coaching to reduce back com-
plaints associated with prolonged desk work. In 2019 we 
introduced water dispensers in all GCP offices, encourag-
ing staff to stay hydrated and eliminate the need for plastic 
water bottles. We also renegotiated the catering contract for 
our staff canteen, meaning that we are now able to offer a 
wider range of healthy food choices including vegetarian 
and vegan diet options. In addition, our training program 
encompasses stress management and making sure people 
can ‘switch off’ at home. In 2020, we will intensify our fo-
cus on reducing sickness absence among staff by adopting 
further measures to encourage healthy and active lifestyles. 

COLOGNE

Back to Content
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■■ In the context of the global climate and ecolog-
ical emergency, we take our responsibility to safe-
guard the natural environment and reduce the ad-
verse impacts of our business activities, including 
our carbon footprint, very seriously. This approach 
aligns with our long-term commitment to tenants 
and society by ensuring that the young and future 
generations have the resources they need to main-
tain a high quality of life. Moreover, improving the 
management of natural resource inputs; emissions 
and pollutive outputs within our company trans-
lates into short-term cost reductions; supports in-
vestor attraction and retention and contributes to 
sustaining the value of our assets in the long-term. 

TARGETS

• Achieve a 40% reduction in CO2 emissions by 
2030

• Continue the optimization of heating plants 
by replacing them with highly efficient heat-
ing system solutions, using new technologies 
such as CHP and CCHP systems  

• Expansion of the charging station infrastruc-
ture for electric mobility

• Achieve electricity supply from renewables 
and climate-neutral gas supply for 100% of 
our assets where we have operational influ-
ence

• Include further electric vehicles in our fleet
• Further reduce non-recyclable waste by ex-

panding waste management
• Limit water consumption to only that which is 

necessary and eliminate wasteful usage as far 
as possible

• Install solar power production systems on 
rooftops and parking areas by 12/2020

ENVIRONMENT

KEY FIGURES 4

Our efforts to reduce carbon emissions and
generate clean energy support the United Na-
tions Sustainable Development Goals (UN
SDGs) for Affordable and Clean Energy (#7), 
Sustainable Cities and Communities (#11)
and Climate Action (#13). 

74%
Assets 

supplied 
by 100% 

renewable 
electricity
(2018: 66%)

139
Building 
energy 

intensity
(KWh/m2)

(2018: 136)

46,600
CO2 emissions

(metric tons 
CO2e) 

(2018: 53,600)

25.2
Building GHG 

emission 
intensity

(kgCO2e/m2)
(2018: 29)

1.22
Building water 

intensity
(m3/m2)

(2018: 1.23)

39.8%
Waste 

recycling rate
(2018: 30%)

4 As at 31 December 2019. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

■■ At a strategic level, we structure our portfolio-build-
ing activities around improving the existing building stock, 
which entails an inherently more sustainable approach. We 
believe that renewing and revaluing rather than destroying 
and rebuilding makes an important contribution to tackling 
societal and environmental challenges in the urban context. 

Climate change is an important driver for GCP, and it is 
within the interest of all our stakeholders that we play an 
active role in the transition to a low carbon economy. To 
this end, we are pursuing an ambitious  40% reduction in 
our CO₂ emissions by 2030 which involves reducing energy 
consumption; procuring electricity from 100% renewable 
sources and carbon-neutral gas, and investing in renewable 
and low-carbon energy infrastructure where economically 
viable to do so. 

Taken as a whole, GCP’s approach to community-build-
ing and tenant care alongside our focus on environmental 
improvement aligns to the United Nation’s Sustainable De-
velopment Goal (UN SDG) of making cities more inclusive, 
safe, resilient and sustainable (SDG #11). Our efforts to re-
duce our carbon emissions and generate clean energy sup-
port the UN SDGs for Affordable and Clean Energy (#7) as 
well as Climate Action (#13) and align with Germany’s long-
term goal to become carbon neutral by 2050. 

GCP has implemented a binding Company-wide Envi-
ronmental Policy which sets out our environmental man-
agement standards and framework geared towards contin-
ued improvement. This includes monitoring and review; 
benchmarking; auditing and target setting-processes for 
energy and water consumption, waste output, use of fossil 
fuels and CO2 emissions. It covers all our assets as well as 
corporate offices. 

The Environmental Policy is applied at each stage of the 
property investment lifecycle. GCP considers the environ-
mental and climate risk profile of all potential acquisitions 
and uses asset life-cycle assessments as a key tool for de-
cision-making. This involves comparative analysis of a 
building’s energy profile and economic profile, with the for-
mer taking account of heat and electricity consumption and 
CO2 emissions alongside factors such as location and size of 
the property or type and size of heating units. From a tech-
nical perspective, the building fabric, materials used, and 
other considerations related to environmental performance 
are reviewed. Information provided for the property’s en-
ergy performance certification complements this review, 
which is used to provide information about the potential re-
positioning opportunities presented by the asset. 

GCP’s asset repositioning strategy prioritizes signif-
icant investment in technical improvements, particularly 
energy efficiency upgrades. Deeper technical due diligence 
studies inform which measures should be pursued on the 
basis of economic business case; tenant satisfaction and 
environmental benefit. The integration of green spaces and 
careful maintenance of existing green spaces is also con-
sidered, balancing tenants’ needs for infrastructure with 
the health and well-being benefits of direct access to natural 
surroundings.

From a strategic perspective, GCP strives to increase 
the share of green buildings within our portfolio. Howev-
er, we do not undertake any greenfield development and the 
vast majority of the GCP portfolio comprises acquisitions 
of existing building stock, very little of which qualifies for 
green building certification. Consequently, our focus natu-
rally falls on our ability to increase the environmental per-
formance of the operational building.

Likewise, another consequence of our approach means 
that we do not have a significant impact on biodiversi-
ty through green field development. Nevertheless, we are 
committed to enhancing biodiversity across our portfolio. 
Many of our properties have substantial amounts of green 
space that can play an important role in protecting urban 
biodiversity – as well as contributing positively to tenant’s 
well-being and satisfaction. Our tenants benefit greatly 
from the incorporation of these green spaces, either newly 
built or reclaimed from previously developed area. We are 
therefore exploring how we increase our management of 
these areas, such as installing bee-hives and encouraging 
tenants (adults and children) to participate in projects such 
as creating wild flower meadows, community gardens and 
using their balcony to plant flowers.  

Tenant involvement and awareness are key to reducing 
the operational impact of GCP’s assets, as tenant utilities’ 
consumption and waste production account for the most 
significant environmental impacts across the scope of our 
activities, including an estimated one third of our total en-
ergy and carbon footprint. We publish leaflets for tenants 
that educate them on environmentally friendly heating be-
haviour and coordinate closely with other stakeholders to 
increase tenants’ sense of responsibility and understanding 
of the benefits of lowering their environmental impact. 

GCP reports environmental data in line with the EPRA 
Sustainability Best Practice Recommendations (sBPR), and 
we have earned an EPRA Gold medal in recognition of the 
rigour of our reporting for the last three consecutive years. 
Throughout 2019 we continued our efforts to increase the 
coverage of our environmental performance data, collecting 
data for landlord obtained utilities across a greater number 
of assets. Hence our reported environmental data for the 
calendar year ending 31 December 2019 covers 31,150 units 
(up from 26,017 units in 2018), compared to a total portfolio 
of 77,000 units. By conducting rigorous analysis and inter-
nal audit of the dataset on a regular basis, we are also confi-
dent that environmental performance data is being reported 
to a higher quality standard. In 2020 we expect to proceed 
with the planned introduction of a new environmental 
management software, enabling us to further improve the 
scope and accuracy of our data and increase the efficiency 
of data collection, analysis and reporting processes. 
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ENERGY AND EMISSIONS

■■ GCP is strongly motivated to reduce the energy and car-
bon intensity of our operations. 

As part of the due diligence that takes place during the 
acquisition phase, structural interventions to improve a 
building’s energy performance characteristics and lower 
its CO2 emissions profile are identified and assessed, along 
with upgrades to energy-consuming systems and equip-
ment. These include measures such as thermal insulation 
and modernisation of heating systems if technically pos-
sible and economically feasible to highly efficient energy 
centres by implementing systems that combine power pro-
duction with thermal energy, which are then factored into 
the capital expenditure budget that forms part of GCP’s asset 
repositioning process. 

Through the operations phase, regular performance 
benchmarking, site inspections and technical energy au-
dits based on external certification standards such as EN 
16247 are carried out to identify both capex and operational 
management improvements on an ongoing basis. Outdated 
or inefficient equipment is replaced wherever technical-
ly and economically feasible, and replacement systems are 
selected for highest technological advancement and effi-
ciency benefit. In 2019, more than 100 heating systems 
were modernised across our portfolio. Enhanced metering 
systems are also being rolled out across the portfolio with 
digital and remote readable meters progressively replacing 
older analogue models. The technology means GCP is well 
placed to comply with amendments to the German heating 
cost regulations in 2020, which include a requirement for 
tenants to receive a monthly notification of their heating 
use in a bid to reduce energy consumption and associated 
GHG emissions.  

As part of an initiative brokered by our major share-
holder, Aroundtown SA, we are also working in partnership 
with IP Innovative Power GmbH, an energy development 
company, to analyse the feasibility of installing technol-
ogies for renewable or climate friendly energy. In the first 
instance, this involves projects that will supply residential 
units with solar photovoltaic (PV) energy. Going forwards, 
GCP would like to increase the amount of assets with on-
site energy systems such as PV and combined heat and 
power (CHP). This would enable us to generate and supply 
decentralised electricity and heat to tenants. 

Within the contractual limits set by existing agree-
ments, we are switching the entire asset portfolio to elec-
tricity from 100% renewable resources. As of 31 December 
2019, 74 % of the portfolio was supplied by renewable elec-
tricity contracts (2018: 66%), along with all of GCP’s corpo-
rate offices. The switchover will be implemented for all re-
maining assets when existing contracts expire and will be 
activated immediately for new acquisitions. This initiative 
has contributed to GCP achieving a like-for-like reduction 
of 13% (7,000 metric tons) in Scopes 1 and 2 CO2 emissions in 
2019, compared to 2018, which is equivalent to the average 
per capita emissions of 729 German citizens5. It also trans-

lates to lower value of carbon intensity for our operational 
assets. Similarly, the GHG emissions intensity of our port-
folio also decreased by 13% from 28.96 kg CO2e/m2 in 2018 
to 25.18 kg CO2e/m2 in 2019. 

GHG EMISSIONS (SCOPES 1 & 2)

In buildings where heating systems use fossil fuels, 
potential for modernisation to higher-efficiency systems 
is reviewed regularly. Around 46% (2018: 46%) of the GCP 
portfolio is supplied by centralized gas-powered heating 
systems. Of these, 93% (2018: 52%) have been switched to 
climate-neutral gas. As further pre-existing contracts ex-
pire, we will be concluding cost-effective new contracts 
with suppliers who deliver 100% climate-neutral gas. 

Energy contracts at the individual unit level are agreed 
by the respective tenants, thus limiting GCP’s scope for 
influence. All the same, we strive to provide tenants with 
consistent and relevant information about their energy 
consumption, and the progressive installation of sub-me-
tering systems enables each tenant to be charged according 
to real consumption rather than average consumption over 
a group of units. Tenants therefore have a greater incentive 
to reduce energy use, as this translates directly into a cost 
benefit for them. GCP has developed a variety of materials 
in different languages promoting energy saving behaviour 
among tenants, emphasising the links between resource ef-
ficiency, cost saving and environmental benefit. 

In 2019, electricity consumption increased by 2% across 
our portfolio, fuels consumption by 8%, while district heat-
ing decreased by 2%. As a result, the total energy intensity 
of our portfolio (measured in kWh/m2) increased by 2.42%.
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We also strongly consider the energy and carbon impact 
of our corporate operations. In 2019, we acquired  electric 
vehicles for our pooled car fleet, and by the end of 2020, the 
majority of the fleet will be comprised of these lower impact 
vehicles. In addition to the fleet at the Berlin headquarters, 
two electric vehicles are to be acquired for each of the larg-
er offices in Germany. As in Berlin, the offices are starting 
to be equipped with EV charging stations and will continue 
during 2020.

WATER

■■ We aim to limit water consumption to only that which 
is necessary and eliminate wasteful usage as far as possible. 
GCP complies with the high standards for water quality and 
wastewater disposal set at EU and national level, and addi-
tionally we adhere to our own standards set out within our 
Environmental Policy. 

GCP’s own operations do not entail significant water 
consumption; the most substantial impact in terms of water 
withdrawal occurs at the point where tenants enter the val-
ue chain. GCP’s ability to influence tenant water consump-
tion is limited but can be aided by using advanced measure-
ment and pragmatic engagement techniques. 

In the first instance, GCP carries out random checks of 
general and user-specific water consumption data via the 
meter readings it receives as part of the billing process. Data 
is evaluated to identify inefficiencies and potential inter-
ventions from both a structural and management perspec-
tive. As such, water efficiency improvements include both 
technical measures, such as the replacement of water con-
suming systems and fittings as well as building manage-
ment and tenant awareness-related measures.

Through 2019, we continued to extend the collection 
of water consumption data from our assets, facilitated by 
the roll out of digital meters. 100% of assets already have 
sub-meters in place to measure both hot and cold-water 
consumption, supporting the tenant engagement process 
and enabling us to notify tenants at times when their con-
sumption is unusually high. Tenants are provided with leaf-
lets and videos in several languages, informing them about 
the benefits of water conservation in terms of cost and time 
savings as well as reduced environmental impact. 

During 2019, absolute water consumption across our 
portfolio reduced marginally by 1% compared with 2018 to 
2.255 million m3. The water intensity of our portfolio like-
wise reduced by 1% to 1.22 m3/m2. 
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WASTE

■■ Our goal is to reduce waste output from our activities 
and the disposal charges that this incurs. GCP’s most sig-
nificant waste impact is generated from two sources: the 
refurbishment of buildings as part of our asset reposition-
ing, and tenant activities. In Germany, waste management 
is based on the principle of shared public and private re-
sponsibility. The Circular Economy Act (KrWG) which en-
tered into force in 2012 introduced the five-tier waste hi-
erarchy which prioritizes prevention, preparation for reuse, 
recycling and other forms of recovery. 

GCP has greater ability to control and influence waste 
production and disposal from refurbishments. On larger 
projects, reviews of the type and quantity of waste antic-
ipated are carried out as part of the due diligence process, 
thereby enabling us to plan appropriately for the manage-
ment of hazardous or other waste streams that are more dif-
ficult to recycle. As a commercial operator, we must comply 
with requirements for the mandatory separate collection of 
specific waste fractions and ensure that any mixed waste 
remaining after segregation must be pre-treated. 

During the operations phase, reducing waste and en-
suring good housekeeping of unavoidable waste helps to 
keep service costs down and make buildings more attrac-
tive to current and prospective tenants. Although GCP 
cannot directly control tenants’ management of waste, we 
strive to promote good practices by providing facilities for 
waste segregation and information in multiple languages on 
correct waste handling and recycling, and engaging tenants 
in waste reduction initiatives. For example the “Gelbe Gal-
axie” -a library for tenants in Leipzig - will host ‘upcycling’ 
workshops during 2020 to engage tenants on the waste life-
cycle, waste reduction and creative reuse ideas. 

Nonetheless, we have found that opportunities for more 
effective recycling have been lost due to inefficient on-

site segregation on the part of tenants. As such, we have 
begun working with external providers to optimize the 
waste segregation and recycling progress at our assets. 30 
% of our portfolio is currently under contract with suppli-
er Innotec which provides proactive assistance to increase 
on-site segregation of waste, thereby increasing recycling 
rates and avoiding costs on non-recyclable waste. We have 
plans to increase the coverage of the contract to encompass 
a larger number of assets in 2020. We have also piloted a 
pay-by-volume waste system at select locations, which in-
volves tenants using an electronic chip which monitors the 
volume of waste they dispose of and bills them accordingly. 
This system highlights the mutual benefit of waste reduc-
tion, focusing on cost.

In 2019, total waste generated across our portfolio was 
187.4 million litres, of which approximately 40% was recy-
cled. The total volume of waste is partially estimated based 
on the total volume of non-recyclable waste data obtained 
from 95% of applicable bills. The total proportion of recycled 
waste is based on household averages published by the Ger-
man Environmental Protection Authority. For more infor-
mation, see the Reporting pack, page 52.

With respect to both refurbishment and tenant waste, 
we continue to increase the scope and quality of our data 
collection, and carry out due diligence and benchmarking 
assessments to highlight improvement opportunities. As a 
fundamental principle, GCP ensures that waste contractors 
are subject to regular checks, that proper disposal is in line 
with legal requirements and that waste is being recycled 
appropriately.

Within our own offices, GCP has introduced waste sep-
aration in all office kitchens and in 2019 introduced water 
dispensers, avoiding the use of hundreds of plastic bottles 
per day. We also seek to reduce paper use, with initiatives 
such as the introduction of paperless payslips which have 
been taken up by 79 employees to date.  

Back to Content
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Our efforts to address local challenges in 
the communities where we operate and 
create long-term socioeconomic bene-
fits supports the United Nations Sus-
tainable Development Goals (UN SDGs) 
for #3 Good health and well-being, #4 
Quality education, #10 Reduced In-
equalities and #11 Sustainable cities 
and communities.

SOCIETY

KEY FIGURES 6

180
Community events held 

at GCP properties
(2018: 168)

€100,000
Investment through the 

GCP Foundation

4
GCP Community 

Relations Officers

240
Employee hours spent at 
corporate volunteering 

days

■■ GCP has a strong sense of responsibility to the 
communities where we invest. Positive relationships 
with local authorities, residents and charitable part-
ners are essential for the business, and are a priori-
ty throughout the life-cycle of every investment we 
make. Above all, community investment is driven by a 
desire to support long-term vibrant and friendly com-
munities in and around our properties, on the premise 
that strong communities increase residents’ quality of 
life. Additionally, proactive community building helps 
us to secure building permits; find collaborative solu-
tions to mitigate social risks; maintain a good tenant 
structure and enhance tenant attraction and retention. 

TARGETS

• Build supportive and affordable communities 
where people want to live and stay

• Target investments toward the creation of 
high-quality shared spaces for tenants and 
support local community-building organisa-
tions

• Support measures that are geared to pay into 
achievement of the United Nation’s Sustain-
able Developments Goals (SDGs) 

• Invest €500,000 p.a. in community building 
activities until 2030

6 As at 31 December 2019. 
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

■■ GCP’s social engagement strategy is deployed in three 
key formats. Firstly, we leverage the potential to use shared 
spaces in and around our residential assets to promote an 
extensive programme of community events which are 
managed by our central team and hosted by local property 
managers. We have learned over the years that these events 
have an important function in bringing neighbours togeth-
er, creating a sense of pride in their shared building and its 
surroundings, and enabling us to develop personal relation-
ships with our customers based on cooperation and trust. 
In 2019, GCP celebrated a total of 180 events with tenants 
across our portfolio (2018: 168).  

Secondly, GCP develops relationships with and pro-
vides cash and/or in-kind funding to local organisations 
which are well-placed to deliver additional social benefits 
to tenants and the wider community in each neighbourhood 
where we are present, taking account of real local needs. This 
typically involves infrastructure investments - such as the 
creation of library rooms, playgrounds or sports pitches 

– and the funding of services such as educational support 
programmes, sports clubs and social network groups. Recent 
examples include a €3,000 investment in a community veg-
etable garden for tenants at Wollepark Delmenhorst; €2,000 
support to cover materials and teachers’ costs for the com-
munity centre BÜZ Mönchengladbach and the provision of 
rent-free space for organizations such as SOS-Kinderdorf,  
Pentacon e.V.,  Mosaik - füreinander e.V. and Don Bosco. 

We currently let 20 units rent-free (with the majori-
ty also being provided with free utilities) for social and/or 
charitable purposes, equivalent to a donation of approx-
imately €90,000 in unexploited rental income. When we 
developed our integrated sustainable business strategy, we 
started working on a multilateral social engagement project 
at Bremen Grohner Düne (see case study) and have been do-
ing so for some years now. We aim to position this initiative 
as a blueprint for other locations to replicate, since some of 
them face similar challenges and our engagement was able 
to return positive outcomes 

The recently launched GCP Foundation will focus on 
channelling €500,000 per year of social investment into 
charitable purposes within the neighbourhoods surround-
ing our assets, up to 2030. In 2019 we established the gov-
ernance structure for the Foundation, which includes a 
Committee comprised of staff from GCP’s management team, 
overseen by an independent Board of Trustees. This struc-
ture helps us to ensure that funding is targeted at projects 
that will deliver tangible social benefits for residents and 
wider communities. Proposed projects will be discussed 
by the Committee every four months, and decisions will be 
submitted to the Board of Trustees for approval before funds 
are directed to charitable organisations, subject to standard 
compliance and risk management checks. 

In 2019, the Foundation allocated over €100,000 in 
funding to over 20 projects which help to support causes 
such as youth and elderly care, education and vocational 
training, and development cooperation. In 2020 region-
al budgets will be allocated to encourage investment to be 

shared out more equally across the cities where GCP is pres-
ent, and employees will be encouraged to put forward ideas 
for projects based on their contact with tenants and com-
munity groups.

Through these activities, GCP increases social integra-
tion and equal opportunities for our tenants. As such, we 
contribute to the targets of the United Nation’s Sustainable 
Development Goals in the areas of #4 Quality education, #3 
Good health and well-being, #10 Reduced Inequalities and 
#11 Sustainable cities and communities. Ongoing engage-
ment with tenants through the GCP Service Centre, target-
ed tenant surveys and personal contact, complemented by 
GCP’s due diligence assessments and our contacts with local 
authorities, enables us to identify the most important areas 
of focus in each location.

The third format involves the promotion of community 
involvement on the part of GCP employees. We directly em-
ploy four full-time Community Relations Officers; trained 
social workers who are deployed regionally to assist tenants 
on a personal basis (see page 19 above). Property managers 
provide a point of contact in areas where there is not a ded-
icated Community Relations Officer, and they make them-
selves personally known to tenants through participation in 
community events and regular site visits. 

Furthermore, employees are encouraged to participate 
in corporate volunteering activities with an allowance of 
one day’s paid work time to do this. In 2019 six “Social Days” 
were organized in cooperation with the “Lebenshilfe e.V.” 
(a charitable organization that supports handicapped per-
sons). Thirty GCP employees from the Berlin headquarters 
took part in six different initiatives including a children’s 
excursion, maintenance work and gardening. This initia-
tive will be expanded to include other regions in 2020, so 
that all GCP employees in Germany will be able to partici-
pate. 

Other activities included our participation in the JLL 
Cup, a charitable football tournament organised for the 
corporate real estate sector in Berlin. GCP emerged vic-
torious and in the process helped to raise €15,500 for the 
Kinderleben e.V. foundation which supports children and 
adolescents with cancer. Twenty-eight employees also un-
derwent typing tests organised by the international charity 
DKMS that aims to help people suffering from leukaemia by 
matching them with suitable bone marrow donors. 
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CASE STUDY: BREMEN COMMUNITY CENTRE

■■ In the context of our social engagement strategy, we 
wanted to find a way to support tenants and people within 
our communities from a different cultural background who 
have recently arrived in Bremen. 

Grohner Düne, acquired by GCP in 2014, presented itself 
as an ideal location due to its long history as a home for re-
cently arrived migrants. The complex houses 570 residen-
tial units across two high-rise blocks built between 1969 
and 1973 in the Grohn district of Bremen. Approximately 
90% of its residents have a migration background – com-
pared with 32% for the city as a whole – and the unemploy-
ment rate is as high as 59%. 

Despite these significant social and economic challeng-
es, and continued underinvestment over its forty-year his-
tory, GCP has worked closely with the local authority and 
non-profit organisations to improve the reputation of the 
complex and the life outcomes of its residents. 

GCP has reduced the vacancy rate to almost zero by 
investing significantly in the property’s modernisation, 
including improved fire safety, renovated vacant apart-
ments, stairwells and new play equipment in the commu-
nal grounds. A number of vacant former retail units on the 
ground floor provided an opportunity to fulfil our vision, 
and we invested €50,000 to support two initiatives organ-
ised by the Work and Learning Centre Bremen-Nord (ALZ) 
and SOS Children’s Village to expand our resident services.

 
The ALZ proposed “Düneweg”, a project that will support 

women from migrant backgrounds to acquire the necessary 
skills to manage everyday life in a new country and culture. 
Scheduled to open in 2020, it will include an employment 
program and workshops and information on topics such 
as healthcare, nutrition, education, ecology, and getting 
to know the area and local authorities. Women will also be 
able to participate in craft activities. “The project is open to 
all women with a migration background,” explains project 
manager Kirsten Gharbaoui, and “the goal is for women to 
become active themselves”. Düneweg has already registered 
significant interest ahead of its opening.

SOS Children’s Village supports disadvantaged fam-
ilies through childcare provision, food and education. It 
has also initiated a second-hand shop for children’s items 
and a “bridge” project for parents and children, encourag-
ing resident engagement through child care; children’s play; 
music; education and citizen’s advice. One project in par-
ticular, “SPIELRAUM”, provides sporting activities such as 
football and basketball on the soccer field opposite the dune. 
SOS Children’s Village sees regular training as an opportu-
nity to not only promote self-confidence, but also to improve 
long-term relationships and social skills amongst children 
regardless of linguistic, cultural and social conditions.  

BREMEN
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Going forwards, our priorities are to continue to cultivate deeper relationships with tenants and increase awareness of 
GCP’s community involvement, particularly as we continue to improve our local building-based service offer and identify 
and allocate funds to new wider-reach projects through the Community Foundation. We see these efforts as vital for in-
creasing social capital in the areas where GCP has long-term interests, and ensuring that our tenants are happy; integrated 
and settled within their local communities.

CASE STUDY: DELMENHORST

■■ GCP’s Wollepark housing complex spans two properties 
located on either side of a park in the city of Delmenhorst 
in Northern Germany. When the properties were acquired 
by GCP in 2014, the buildings were in a generally poor con-
dition and its residents faced a number of challenges, in-
cluding high levels of unemployment and social exclusion. 
The complex subsequently suffered from a high number of 
vacancies, litter, poor maintenance and no tenant support 
services. Despite a warranted demolition approved by the 
local authority, we convinced them of our plan to improve 
the property and enhance its reputation for the wider bene-
fit of its residents and the city.  

Our solution required a major renovation effort: exist-
ing apartments were refurbished, a playground for fam-
ilies was built, bicycle stands were introduced, a commu-
nal garden was established, and the hallways and building 
entrances were revamped to improve their appearance.  As 
well as improving the quality of life for tenants, the invest-
ments have significantly reduced the vacancy rate to almost 
zero. 

Key to the project’s success were the strong relation-
ships we established with local stakeholders to communi-
cate our vision. The opening of a tenant office made it pos-
sible to organise tenant events, including Easter activities, 
a neighbourhood festival for residents and visitors, and 
Christmas celebrations such as Father Christmas visits 
and carol concerts. By letting two apartments rent free, the 
complex now includes a bicycle repair shop and swap shop. 

Feedback from tenants and the wider community has 
been overwhelmingly positive. The bicycle workshop and 
shop have been praised as a place for residents to meet and 
strengthen social contacts. Residents also feel that, at last, 
their needs are being met and their concerns listened to:  “A 
resident told us that so much has not happened since 1986. 
The people here have hope again,” says Kira Dartsch, who is 
responsible for community work in the neighbourhood. 

Back to Content
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By promoting robust corporate gover-
nance and upholding high standards of 
business ethics in our operations and 
supply chain we support the United Na-
tions Sustainable Development Goals 
(UN SDGs) for Peace, Justice and Strong 
Institutions (#16) and Partnerships for 
the Goals (#17) 

GOVERNANCE

KEY FIGURES 7

0
Compliance 
violations

(2018: 0)

0
Instances of 

data protection 
breach
(2018: 0)

0
Human rights 

violations
(GCP operations & supply chain)

(2018: 0)

■■ GCP is wholly committed to maintaining strin-
gent standards of ethical behaviour covering topics 
such as anti-corruption measures, avoiding conflicts 
of interest, preventing bribery, and anti-discrimina-
tion. Our core values of integrity, respect, performance, 
accountability and sustainability apply to customers, 
business partners and employees alike. These values 
also form the foundation for the corporate governance 
structures we have implemented to ensure this com-
mitment is upheld.  

TARGETS

• Maintain zero compliance violations
• Ensure that all personal data stored and/or pro-

cessed in the course of the Group’s operations 
is protected from manipulation and misuse

• Maintain zero human rights violations in the 
supply chain

7 As at 31 December 2019. 
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MANAGEMENT AND OPERATIONS

■■ GCP is guided by the strategic leadership of the Board 
of Directors and operational oversight from the CEO, Mr. 
Christian Windfuhr. 

The Board of Directors represents the shareholders as 
a whole and makes decisions solely on the Company’s best 
interest and independently of any conflict of interest. The 
Board of Directors and senior management regularly eval-
uate the effective fulfilment of their remit and compliance 
with strong corporate governance rules. Five committees 
consisting mostly of independent directors provide com-
prehensive oversight: The Audit; Risk; Remuneration; 
Nomination and ESG Committees. All directors are appoint-
ed by the General Meeting and guide the Company free of 
any conflicts of interest. The Company’s directors and se-
nior executives are specialists in their field with vast and 
diverse experience and skills that aid us in maintaining the 
high level of trust we have received from our shareholders, 
bondholders, tenants, and other stakeholders. For further 
information about GCP’s Board of Directors and Governance 
Committees, please see our Consolidated Financial State-
ments for the year ended December 31 2019, pages 33 to 35. 

To ensure optimal consideration for the Company’s phi-
losophy of value-oriented business, ESG criteria have been 
integrated both structurally and in strategic functions. The 
CEO has assumed direct responsibility for ESG topics and 
chairs GCP’s CR Steering Committee, the members of which 
include all relevant heads of department. The Committee is 
charged with overseeing strategic guidance for CR topics 
and discusses developments in regular committee meetings 
and provides direction to GCP’s CR Department.

CR RESPONSIBILITIES AT GCP

The CR Department bears responsibility for the con-
crete realisation and operational implementation of GCP’s 
CR strategy by liaising with all other departments in the 
Company. It is also charged with preparing GCP’s material-
ity analyses and CR reporting and responds to investor en-
quiries and rating agency requirements on ESG topics. The 
CR Department is led by the ESG Coordinator and reports 

directly to the CEO. This streamlined structure ensures that 
GCP’s commitment to sustainability receives due consider-
ation in strategic oversight as well as operational manage-
ment at the highest level. 

RISK MANAGEMENT

■■ GCP’s ability to identify attractive assets and create 
long-term value growth is dependent on recognising and 
mitigating the various risks our business faces. 

Risk management is overseen by the Risk Committee, 
which is responsible for carrying out regular analyses of the 
Company’s risk position, closely monitoring and managing 
potential risks and setting appropriate measures to mini-
mise adverse impacts. There are both internal and external 
risks that have the potential to negatively impact GCP’s op-
erations. 

Internal risks include risks resulting from human 
negligence, unethical behaviour, or inadequate structur-
al frameworks. They are managed through a set of internal 
control points that cover ongoing risk assessment; con-
trol discipline through GCP’s organisational structure and 
staff commitments; compliance checks and verifications 
and monitoring. This encompasses, for example, stringent 
procedures concerning the approval of payments and costs. 
GCP also includes the identification of potential finan-
cial liabilities and future expenditures linked to ESG risks 
within our organisational risk assessment, and ESG-related 
expenditures are included in the financial budget. 

External risks relate to interest rate volatility, liquidity, 
ability to attract credit, regulatory and legal factors, market 
behaviour, and collection and tenant deficiencies. GCP sets 
direct and specific guidelines and boundaries to address 
each type of risk, hedging and reducing to a minimum the 
occurrence of revenue loss or potential default. 

The Company pursues a conservative financial poli-
cy aligned to our long-term goal of achieving an A- global 
credit rating. As such, our loan-to-value ratio is limited to 
45% (33% as of 31 December 2019) and we take advantage of 
a long debt maturity schedule and low cost of debt at 1.3%. 
The Company maintains consistently high debt service cov-
er and interest service cover ratios, and 93% of interest is 
hedged. Moreover, GCP maintains a strong diversification 
of funding sources, which is enabled by our proven track 
record in issuing instruments across various capital mar-
kets: straight bonds, convertible bonds, perpetual notes and 
equity capital, with issuances in various currencies. Bank 
loans are spread across a range of reliable financial insti-
tutions with which GCP maintains long term relationships. 

The possible effect of market risks is mitigated by the 
geographical spread of GCP’s portfolio across a number of 
dynamic cities. This means that the recent rental regula-
tions introduced in Berlin have the potential to impact only 
a small proportion of our assets. The nature of GCP’s invest-
ment strategy, which involves investment in under-rented 
assets with high upside potential, in locations with strong 
long term economic and demographic fundamentals reduc-
es our exposure to market risk within the industry context. 
Likewise, our exhaustive focus on tenant support, retention 

CEO

ESG COORDINATOR

CR STEERING COMMITTEE 

CR DEPARTMENT 

ALL DEPARTMENTS
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and community building mitigates risks related to rent col-
lection and tenant deficiencies. 

ESG risks have been identified and prioritised by the 
Company through our materiality analysis and review 
of macroeconomic, environmental and social trends. The 
management of these risks is overseen by our CR Steering 
Committee, with input from all relevant departments. They 
are summarised on page 11, and presented in further detail 
in each relevant chapter of this report. 

Going forwards, it is our priority to continue to ensure 
we have the right governance systems and processes in 
place to manage the range of economic, environmental and 
social risks to which the Company is exposed. 

FAIR BUSINESS AND COMPLIANCE

■■ The confidence our shareholders and investors have 
placed in our business is one of GCP’s most valued assets. 
We believe that value-oriented stewardship of our company 
combined with ongoing strong returns are the foundation 
for this support. 

We pride ourselves on working within the highest stan-
dards of ethical business, and compliance with all relevant 
laws and regulations is a matter of course. GCP’s compliance 
processes and control systems help us to navigate increas-
ingly complex legal frameworks; safeguard our business 
against unethical behaviour and its associated risks and 
uphold our reputation and commitment towards our stake-
holders.  As a rule, we do not pursue any political lobbying 
activities or make donations to political parties. However, 
GCP does participate in public policy debates through its 
membership of the German Property Federation (ZIA). 

GCP has implemented a comprehensive set of ethi-
cal policies and guidelines outlining our commitments to 
transparency, fair business, and zero tolerance of non-com-
pliance. These form a binding framework and all GCP em-
ployees and business partners are required to act accord-
ingly. A management structure is in place to support these 
policies, covering the full scope of the Company’s activities 
and enabling our management to have full oversight of our 
operations. GCP’s annual risk review feeds into our regu-
lar update of all compliance-related policies and procedures, 
taking account of any changes in the external regulatory 
context. This enables us to harmonise all Company guide-
lines with the latest market and legal requirements relevant 
to our activities.

On a day to day basis, GCP promotes ethical conduct 
among staff at all levels to ensure that our standards are 
diligently maintained. Structures are designed to promote 
timely, complete, and fault-free disclosures of conflicts of 
interest and other sources of controversies. Employees are 
strengthened in their ability to take decisions through clear 
guidelines and internal regulations, and our development 
programmes for managers emphasise the tenets of profes-
sional leadership. Together, these strategies reinforce GCP’s 
position of zero tolerance of compliance violations.

The GCP Code of Conduct for employees and the Code of 
Conduct for Business Partners comprise the core of our eth-

ical business framework and are a mandatory component 
within all employee contracts and contracts with business 
partners respectively. The Code of Conduct for employees 
sets out clear standards of behaviour and is augmented by 
a framework of policies on key issues, including: Anti-cor-
ruption Policy, Anti-discrimination Policy, Whistle-blow-
ing Policy, Data Protection Declaration, User Policy for 
dealing with digital content and devices, and the Green Pro-
curement Policy. All employees receive training on the Code 
of Conduct when they join the firm, and in 2018, we ex-
panded staff education on compliance awareness to include 
an annual refresher training via an e-learning tool. In 2020, 
the e-learning tool will be updated and revised together 
with the introduction of a compliance-specific section on 
our intranet. The training is mandatory for all employees. 
GCP also maintains a Code of Conduct for Business Partners, 
which is included within all supplier contracts (see page 42).

A whistle-blowing service, operated via an external 
provider, is in place to enable both external and internal 
stakeholders to report any suspected or verified instance 
of non-compliance should it occur. GCP’s Whistle-blowing 
Policy is designed to ensure that employees feel empowered 
to register their concerns. Whilst we encourage employees 
to address any concerns they might have about violations of 
the law, the Code of Conduct, or internal policies in person, 
they may also do so anonymously. In 2020 these routes will 
be expanded with an anonymous web-based whistle-blow-
er reporting application.

In the event an incident is reported, the Chief Compli-
ance Officer is tasked with initiating an appropriate inves-
tigation of the circumstances, conducting discussions with 
the parties affected, and documenting a formal report. The 
informant and witnesses are updated by the Compliance 
Department as needed. Disciplinary sanctions are taken 
should the preconditions for such measures be met.

GCP’s internal control systems have been designed to 
exceed legal requirements and market expectations, and 
as such, the Company considers them to be thorough and 
highly effective. Over the past three years, zero incidents 
of non-compliance have been identified. Furthermore, we 
are committed to reviewing and updating our processes on 
an ongoing basis to ensure optimal alignment with the evo-
lution of our portfolio; the market and regulatory environ-
ments. 

DATA PROTECTION

■■ Data protection has been a long-standing priority for 
GCP, and we have already orientated our policies and pro-
cedures accordingly. This stance put our business in a good 
position to ensure compliance with the EU General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR), which came into effect on 
May 25 2018, as well as be confident in our ability to meet 
our stakeholders’ expectations, with data protection being 
identified as one of their top concerns . In response to both 
events, we took the opportunity to review the processes we 
had in place and provide stakeholders with detailed infor-
mation about our approach to ensuring the best possible 
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protection of personal data. Advice from legal experts was 
sought with respect to all relevant areas, and adjustments 
were made to GCP’s internal systems and guidelines where 
appropriate.

GCP’s approach to data protection management com-
bines the use of high standard IT systems with staff train-
ing and awareness. We have adopted an Information Se-
curity and Privacy Strategy to protect the confidentiality, 
integrity and availability of GCP’s data across all business 
process, information processing, storing and transmitting 
facilities and systems. As well as ensuring the continu-
al improvement of controls, the strategy lays out our data 
safety and privacy commitments including those relating 
to security threat monitoring, creating a security positive 
culture, adherence with legal, regulatory and audit require-
ments, and assuming a risk-based approach. 

In 2019, a Patch Management Policy was introduced to 
define the requirements for maintaining up-to-date oper-
ating system security patches on all owned and managed 
workstations and servers to reduce potential IT vulnerabil-
ities. This includes systems that contain company or cus-
tomer data regardless of location. Compliance with the pol-
icy and related procedures falls under the responsibility of 
both the Chief Information Security Officer and the Chief 
Technology Officer. 

Employees follow video-based training units, and staff 
in management positions receive further input through 
seminars with legal experts. Though not stipulated by law, 
we require all personnel to sign a company statement of 
their explicit commitment to data protection. All staff re-
ceived training on information security and the GDPR in 
2018, and mandatory training on GCP’s data breach policy 
was assigned to staff in 2019. The Company’s Standard Op-
erating Procedures (SOPs) make expected courses of action 
in day-to-day activities clear to all parties, from saving and 
storing data to handling requests for information. In the 
event of a possible breach, a task force is formed including 
specialists depending on the case, to immediately investi-
gate the matter. 

GCP treats stakeholders’ high expectations in this area 
with due consideration. We ensure that our Data Privacy 
Policy is available to tenants and business partners, along 
with information about our data processing systems; the 
purposes for which their data is used, and of their related 
rights. Where appropriate, onsite notifications have been 
installed, for instance where video security systems are in 
use. The Data Privacy Policy also forms a component of all 
offers to prospective tenants. 

SUPPLIERS

To maintain our high standards of ethical behaviour, 
fair business practices and transparency, it is essential that 
we ensure that our partners in the supply chain fulfil these 
same expectations. As such, we carefully select business 
partners taking account of their corporate philosophy and 
values and their ESG commitments, and aim to develop long-
term relationships with trusted business partners who have 
a proven track record of operating to the same high ethical 
standards as GCP itself.

We clearly communicate our expectations in invita-
tions for bids, and an open dialogue about our commitment 
to sustainability plays an important role when beginning 
a relationship with a new supplier. All relationships with 
suppliers and business partners are founded on an explicit 
commitment to upholding the GCP Code of Conduct for Busi-
ness Partners. The implementation of an IT solution to track 
and monitor the signing of these agreements is currently 
being analysed. The ESG standards stipulated within the 
Code are contractually binding, and GCP may terminate the 
relationship with immediate effect should any violations be 
identified. GCP also reserves the right to subsequently ex-
clude the contractor concerned from the awarding of future 
contracts.

In general, supply chain risks are reduced by the fact 
that all suppliers contracted by GCP operate within central 
Europe. This means that, like GCP itself, they are subject to 
the EU’s comprehensive legal framework. Where signifi-
cant potential hazards are identified, such as in materials 
handling, suppliers are required to provide evidence of cor-
responding certifications and permits. In addition, we per-
form regular checks during site visits, e.g. when materials 
are delivered to sites. 

GCP has implemented a Green Procurement Policy 
which defines the basis on which contracting decisions 
should be made and is communicated to all employees with 
purchasing responsibility. We educate our staff accordingly 
to enhance awareness of how purchasing decisions affect 
environmental impact and other sustainability issues in 
the supply chain. Suppliers are expected to mitigate neg-
ative environmental impacts wherever possible and orient 
their operations toward the ISO 14001 environmental man-
agement standard. Moreover, we work together with sup-
pliers to assess various aspects of sustainability and dis-
cuss where improvements can be made. 

HUMAN RIGHTS

GCP views upholding recognised standards of decent 
work and respect for human rights to be non-negotiable 
components of our business premise. As we operate main-
ly within central Europe, our operations are governed by 
the strict regulations and legal framework of the European 
Union. These laws provide extensive human rights protec-
tion at a local level, meaning concrete human rights viola-
tions are not a substantial risk in our operations.

A key element of GCP’s asset repositioning strategy 
involves creating long-term value through the refurbish-
ment of formerly mismanaged residential properties. The 
building work required by these activities is carried out 
by construction companies and their subcontractors. The 
main area for possible human rights violations lies with 
subcontractors, as these are not under direct oversight by 
GCP. There is also a risk of human rights violations occur-
ring in relation to the migrant workers employed by large 
construction firms. As of the date of this report, no human 
rights violations had been identified in GCP’s direct opera-
tions or in the supply chain.
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We undertake to avoid all possibility of human rights 
violations in the supply chain. Human rights violations of 
any kind are not tolerated, and all suppliers must commit 
to providing decent standards of work. Child labour and 
forced labour are explicitly renounced. We equally expect 
all suppliers to foster workplaces free of discrimination 
and harassment. Effective controls of business partner se-
lection have been implemented. All business partners, who 
are primarily local medium-sized enterprises, are required 
to sign GCP’s Code of Conduct for Business Partners, which 
details a firm commitment to human rights. In the case of 
construction activities, each undertaking is managed by a 
dedicated GCP project manager, who deals directly with the 
on-site contractors. Regular project manager visits at all of 
our sites - during acceptance of partial deliveries of ser-
vices or within the scope of inspections - evaluate contrac-
tors’ compliance with the Code. 

GCP also conducts spot checks of supplier compliance 
through our relevant operational departments. We aim to 
maintain our current standard of zero human rights viola-
tions occurring in our supply chain or otherwise connected 
to our business operations. 

BERLIN

Back to Content
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KEY FIGURES

9  Due to different energy mixes provided by local suppliers, the proportion of district heating from renewable sources is taken from the German environmental protection association. 
10  95% of the units in our portfolio had an energy performance certificate. The remaining 5% are not covered as being historic buildings energy performance certificates are not man-

datory. The proportion of certificates by type is not applicable as different values are awarded depending on whether the energy performance certificate is based on actual energy 
performance or potential performance (due to building design and fabric).

ENVIRONMENT
PORTFOLIO ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE MEASURES (ABSOLUTE & LIKE-FOR-LIKE) 

KEY FIGURES SCOPE UNIT

EPRA 
PERFORMANCE 

MEASURE 
CODE 2019 2018 % CHANGE

Energy

Electricity
(indirect)

For landlord 
shared services

kWh

Elec-Abs, 
Elec-LfL

10,863,782.53 10,635,122.91 2%

Total landlord-ob-
tained electricity

10,863,782.53 10,635,122.91 2%

% from renewable 
sources

73.75% 66.06% 8%

District heating & 
cooling (indirect)

For landlord 
shared services

DH&C-Abs, 
DH&C-LfL

132,416,404.00 134,847,960.00 -2%

Total landlord-
obtained heat

132,416,404.00 134,847,960.00 -2%

% from renewable 
sources 9 14.50% 13.90% 4%

Fuels (direct)

For landlord 
shared services

Fuels-Abs, 
Fuels-LfL

113,740,106.04 105,456,512.20 8%

Total landlord-
obtained fuels

113,740,106.04 105,456,512.20 8%

% from renewable 
sources

93.46% 52.32% 41%

Energy Intensity
Building energy 
intensity

kWh Energy-Int 138.97 135.69 2.4%

GHG emissions

Greenhouse 
gas emissions

Scope 1

tonnes CO₂e

GHG-Dir-Abs, 
GHG-Dir-LfL 

3,656.84 10,129.05 -64%

Scope 2 
(location-based) GHG-lndir-Abs, 

GHG-Indir-LfL

42,910.44 43,436.58 -1%

Scope 2 
(market-based)

38,608.21 39,797.51 -3%

Total Scope 1 & 2 
GHG emissions

46,567.28 53,565.63 -13%

Greenhouse 
gas emissions 
intensity

Scope 1 and 2 
intensity from 
building energy kg CO₂e/m² GHG-Int 25.18 28.96 -13.%

Water

Water

For landlord 
shared services

m³
Water-Abs,
Water-LfL

2,255,370.19 2,276,599.00 -1%

Total landlord-
obtained water

2,255,370.19 2,276,599.00 -1%

Water intensity
Building water 
intensity

m³/m2 Water-Int 1.22 1.23 -0.9%

Waste 

Waste 
(Landlord-handled)

Waste by disposal 
route litres

Waste-Abs, 
Waste LfL

187,367,997.71 187,310,797.71 0%

% Recycled 40% 40% 0%

Green building 
certifications 10

Certified assets
Mandatory (EPC) 
energy certificates

% of portfolio cer-
tified by building Cert-Tot 95% 95% 0%
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ENVIRONMENT

OWN OFFICE ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE MEASURES (ABSOLUTE AND LIKE-FOR-LIKE)

KEY FIGURES SCOPE UNIT

EPRA 
PERFORMANCE 

MEASURE 
CODE 2019 2018 % CHANGE

Energy 11

Electricity
(indirect)

Grand City 
Properties
obtained

kWh

Elec-Abs, 
Elec-LfL

435,923.21 423,500.78 3%

Fuels (direct)
Grand City 
Properties
obtained

Fuels-Abs, 
Fuels-LfL

1,004,842.73 1,011,423.95 -0.7%

Energy Intensity
Building energy 
intensity

kWh / m2 / year Energy-Int 75.27 74.97 0.4%

GHG emissions

Greenhouse 
gas emissions

Scope 1

tonnes CO₂e

GHG-Dir-Abs, 
GHG-Dir-LfL 

9.47 190.00 -95%

Scope 2 
(location-based) GHG-lndir-Abs, 

GHG-Indir-LfL

234.09 226.15 3.5%

Scope 2 
(market-based)

75.98 74.26 2.3%

Greenhouse 
gas emissions 
intensity

Scope 1 and 2 
intensity from 
building energy

kg CO₂e/m² GHG-Int 12.72 21.74 -41.5%

Water

Water
Grand City 
Properties 
obtained

Cubic meters (m³)
Water-Abs,
Water-LfL

7,922.44 8,194.02 -3.3%

Water intensity
Building water 
intensity

m³/m2 /year Water-Int 0.41 0.43 -3.3%

Waste 

Waste 
(Landlord-handled)

Total waste
litres

Waste-Abs, 
Waste LfL

395,268.79 299,623.99 31.9%

% Recycled 39.80 39.80 0%

Green building 
certifications

Certified assets
Mandatory (EPC) 
energy certificates

% of portfolio cer-
tified by building 

Cert-Tot 100% 100% 0  %

11 DH&C is not applicable as there is no consumption of district heating 
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KEY FIGURES

12 The categories for investments in tenant wellbeing have been established in 2019.

ENVIRONMENT

SUPPLEMENTARY PORTFOLIO ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE DATA

KEY FIGURES UNIT 2019 2018 2017

Energy and climate

Proportion of properties supplied with renewable 
electricity

% 73.75 66.06 60.67

CO2 emissions saved from switching to renewable 
electricity(tonnes)

tonnes 9,580.00 7,844.00 6,931.32

Proportion of GCP portfolio supplied by centralised 
gas-powered heating systems

% 46.00 46.00 40.00

Proportion of GCP portfolio supplied by centralised 
gas-powered heating systems using climate-neutral gas

% 93.46 52.32 60.67

CO2 emissions saved from switching to climate-
neutral gas

18,401.00 15,740.00 15,347.20

Waste

Proportion of properties supplied by waste management % 30.00 30.00 27.00

TENANTS

KEY FIGURES UNIT

EPRA 
PERFORMANCE 
MEASURE CODE 2019 2018 2017

Health and safety

Proportion of assets 
undergoing health and 
safety assessments

% H&S-Asset 100 100 100

Total number of inci-
dents of non-compli-
ance from health % 
safety assessments

H&S-Comp 0 0 0

Tenant satisfaction

Tenant rating of 
Service Centre 
friendliness

out of 5 4.87 4.77 4.65

Tenant rating of 
Company friendliness

out of 5 4.83 4.77 4.69

Tenant rating of 
resolution time

out of 5 4.73 4.51 4.38

Tenant rating of 
service reachability

out of 5 4.76 4.74 4.67

Vacancy

EPRA Vacancy Rate % 6.7 7.1 7.0

Investments in 
tenant well-being 12

Investment in apart-
ment refurbishments

€m 24 n/a n/a

Investment in outside 
spaces

€m 2 n/a n/a

Investment in fire, life 
and safety

€m 2 n/a n/a

n/a
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EMPLOYEES

KEY FIGURES UNIT
EPRA 

PERFORMANCE 
MEASURE CODE

2019 2018 2017

Number of employees

Total number of em-
ployees (permanent 
and temporary)

1033 979 872

Female 525 509 463

Male 508 470 409

Total number of per-
manent employees

633 548 427

Female 341 303 227

Male 292 245 200

Total number of tem-
porary employees

400 431 445

Female 184 206 236

Male 216 225 209

Total number of full-
time employees

927  884 795

Female 448 436 398

Male 479 448 397

Total number of 
part-time employees

106 95 77

Female 77 73 65

Male 29 22 12

Number of 
Apprentices

37 30 n/a

New employee hires 
and employee turnover
Total number of new 
employee hires

Emp-Turnover 428 343 191

Female Emp-Turnover 132 188 94

Male Emp-Turnover 296 155 97

Age group <30 145 137 75

Age group 30-50 222 163 94

Age group >50 61 43 22

Hiring cost per new 
employee

€ 651.37 n/a n/a

Percentage of open 
positions filled by 
internal 
candidates

% 17.69  n/a n/a

Rate of new employee 
hires

Female % Emp-Turnover 31 55 49

Male % Emp-Turnover 69 45 51

All employees % Emp-Turnover 41 35 22

Employee turnover

Total number of 
employee turnover

157 116 92

Female 79 64 46

Male 78 52 46

Age group < 30 50 37 27

Age group 30–50 84 68 48

Age group > 50 23 11 17
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  12 Defined as employee-initiated departures who do not return in the same year

EMPLOYEES

KEY FIGURES UNIT
EPRA

PERFORMANCE 
MEASURE CODE

2019 2018 2017

Rate of Employee 
turnover 12

Female % Emp-Turnover 50 55 50

Male % Emp-Turnover 50 45 50

All employees % Emp-Turnover 15 12 11

Retention rate

Female % 79.4 78.0 83.5

Male % 76.4 79.6 82.3

All employees % 77.9 78.8 82.9

Parental leave

Employees that were 
entitled to parental 
leave

1033 979 872

Female 525 509 463

Male 508 470 409

Employees that took 
parental leave

46 49 35

Female 42 38 31

Male 4 11 4

Employees that re-
turned to work in the 
reporting 
period after parental 
leave ended

19 25 12

Female 16 18 8

Male 3 7 4

Return to work rate of 
employees that took 
parental leave

% 86 83 34

Female % 89 82 25

Male % 75 88 100

Employees that re-
turned to work after 
parental leave ended 
that were still em-
ployed 12 months af-
ter their return to 
work

14 8 8

Female 10 5 5

Male 4 3 3

Retention rate of em-
ployees that took 
parental leave

% 56 67 89

Female % 56 63 83

Male % 57 75 100
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13 The gender pay gap at Board-level is not applicable as the Board includes two independent directors (one male and one female member), and only one full time employee (the 
CFO). Taking only the pay of the independent directors into account, the pay ratio is 1:1.

EMPLOYEES

KEY FIGURES UNIT
EPRA

PERFORMANCE 
MEASURE CODE

2019 2018 2017

Average hours of 
training per year per 
employee 

    

Female hours/year 7.9 11.18 6.3

Male hours/year  4.29 9.5 6.75

Employees hours/year Emp-Training  4.99 8.46 4.81

Upcoming leaders hours/year  107.5 144 112.66

Average Amount spent 
on training per 
Employee

€  119.15  n/a n/a

Percentage of emplo-
yees receiving regular 
performance and 
career development 
reviews

    

Female % 28 41 98

Male % 17 33 98

All employees % Emp-Dev 22 37 98

Diversity of governance 
bodies

Female % Diversity-Emp 33 33 33

Male % Diversity-Emp 67 67 67

Diversity of manage-
ment

Female % Diversity-Emp 41 39 40

Age group < 30 % 7 13 10

Age group 30–50 % 80 77 83

Age group > 50 % 13 10 7

Male % Diversity-Emp 59 61 60

Age group < 30 % 0 3 2

Age group 30–50 % 68 77 86

Age group > 50 % 32 20 11

Diversity of employees

female % Diversity-Emp 51 52 53

Age group < 30 % 30 28 33

Age group 30–50 % 54 55 52

Age group > 50 % 17 17 15

Male % Diversity-Emp 49 48 47

Age group < 30 % 19 22 23

Age group 30–50 % 56 55 53

Age group > 50 % 25 23 23

Ratio of basic salary 
and remuneration  
of women to men 13

Employees ratio Diversity-Pay 1.05:1 0.84:1 0.88:1

Management ratio Diversity-Pay 0.76:1 0.86:1 0.69:1
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14 The GCP Community Foundation was launched in 2019

EMPLOYEES

KEY FIGURES UNIT
EPRA

PERFORMANCE 
MEASURE CODE

2019 2018 2017

Number of employees 
who completed 
the Leadership 
Program

Female  8 6  n/a

Male  4 8  n/a

Health and safety

Injury Rate H&S-Emp 1.45 1.37 1.24

Lost day rate H&S-Emp 0.004 0.01 0.01

Absentee rate H&S-Emp 6.78 7.22 5.06

Fatalities 
(total number)

H&S-Emp 0 0 0

Number of trained 
First Aid Officers

 82 62 71

Diversity

The number of reported 
incidents of discrimi-
nation or harassment

  0 0 n/a 

Number of Nationali-
ties (incl. German)

41 36 n/a

Other

No. of employees with 
digital pay slip

79 n/a n/a

SOCIETY

KEY FIGURES UNIT
EPRA

PERFORMANCE 
MEASURE CODE

2019 2018 2017

Operations with local 
community 
engagement, 
impact assessments, 
and development 
programs 
Neighbourhood 
activities

 Comty-Eng  180 168 161

Community investment     

Investments through 
the GCP Community 
Foundation 14

€ 100,000 n/a n/a
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GOVERNANCE

KEY FIGURES UNIT
EPRA

PERFORMANCE 
MEASURE CODE

2019 2018 2017

Governance

Total number of 
Executive members

Gov-Board 1 1 1

Total number of Inde-
pendent members

Gov-Board 2 2 2

Average tenure Gov-Board 7.3 6.3 5.3
Total number with 
competencies relating 
to environmental and 
social topics

Gov-Board 2 2 2

Nominating and 
selecting the highest 
governance body

Gov-Select
Please see the Corporate Governance section of our website: 

https://grandcityproperties.com/en/corporate-governance.html

Process for managing 
conflicts of interest

Gov-Col
Please see the Board of Directors’ Report (page 34) of our Consoli-
dated Financial Statements for the year ended December 31, 2019

https://grandcityproperties.com/en/corporate-governance.html


METHODOLOGICAL NOTES                                                        

■■ Our environmental and social indicators are reported 
according to the methodology set out in the 3rd edition of 
the EPRA Sustainability Best Practice Recommendations 
(sBPR).  

For data that falls outside the scope of EPRA, we use the 
Global Reporting Initiative’s GRI Standards (2016) edition 
as the basis for collecting and reporting data. A cross-ref-
erence table with the relevant GRI Standards is provided on 
page 58 below.  

REPORTING PERIOD

All data relates to our financial year which coincides 
with the calendar year, and consequently runs from January 
1 to December 31 of the year under review. 

Following substantial growth in number of units in-
cluded in our environmental reporting (from 26,017 units in 
2017 to 31,150 in 2019) we have decided to report absolute 
and like-for-like utilities consumption for two reporting 
periods to allow meaningful comparison. Social indicators 
relating to tenants, employees and communities covers 
three reporting periods. 

ORGANISATIONAL BOUNDARIES AND SCOPE OF 
DATA 

Environmental performance data is only reported on 
assets for which we have operational control. Unless oth-
erwise stated, all utilities consumption relates to consump-
tion that we purchase and/or control as the landlord, and 
relates to energy and water consumption used in common 
areas and shared services. Tenant obtained data (i.e. from 
bills which the tenant receives directly) is excluded.

Data relating to our employees covers all direct em-
ployees employed by Grand City Properties, including part 
time and temporary workers as well as inactive employees. 
Accordingly, it excludes contractors and those not directly 
employed by us. 

COVERAGE

Absolute and like-for-like environmental data relates 
to 31,150 units that we are able to collect data for, out of a 
total portfolio of 77,000 units. Coverage for all performance 
measures is 100% of these units. 

Coverage for our own office utilities consumption is 
based on the proportion of the total rental floor area occu-
pied by Grand City Properties as we do not occupy the whole 
building. The data relates to consumption at our Düsseldorf 
and Berlin Top Tegel headquarters.  

 
ESTIMATION OF LANDLORD-OBTAINED UTILITY 
CONSUMPTION

Due to the timing of the publication of this report, the 
following estimations were applied when calculating our 
performance data for the 2019 calendar year: 

• Electricity: 83% of consumption is based on bills received, 
with the remaining 17% either extrapolated from incom-
plete bills for 2019 (2%), or estimated based on 2018 con-
sumption (15%)

• Heating: 64.5% of consumption is based on bills received, 
with the remaining 35.5% either extrapolated from incom-
plete bills for 2019 (2.5%), or estimated based on 2018 con-
sumption (33%)

• Water: 3% of consumption is based on bills received, with 
the remaining 97% either extrapolated from incomplete 
bills for 2019 (2%), or estimated based on 2018 consump-
tion (95%)  

Estimations were carried out only where: 

1. Utility bills for the reporting year were not available in 
time for publication. In these instances, estimations were 
calculated based on the previous year’s confirmed con-
sumption during the same period. Extrapolations are based 
on the average of monthly demand available from bills in 
2019, and then multiplied by 12 months.

2. Data is only available for a proportion of units under our 
management control, for example regarding recycled waste. 
In this instance we have extrapolated data for the units 
where we are able to collect complete data given the simi-
larities between our units and tenants.

The total volume of waste is partially estimated based 
on the total volume of non-recyclable waste data obtained 
from 95% of applicable bills (with the remaining 5% estimat-
ed due to invoices from waste suppliers not being available 
at the time of reporting). 60% of waste data for 2019 was es-
timated based on 2018 waste volumes, with the remaining 
40% based on bills. The total proportion of recycled waste 
is based on household averages published by the German 
environmental protection authority which represents the 
highest authority in the country.

Estimations of utility data for Grand City Properties’ 
own office consumption is estimated based on the whole 
building data for the buildings occupied by Grand City 
Properties. GCP’s proportion has been calculated based on 
the floor area occupied by GCP (19,140.72 m2).

UNITS OF MEASUREMENT AND NORMALISATION 

Utilities data are reported based on absolute consumption 
measured in kWh (energy), tCO2e (GHG emissions), m3 (water) 
and litres (waste). 

GHG emissions are reported using location-based con-
version factors published by the German Environmental Pro-
tection Association. Market-based emissions are calculated 
using emissions factors published by our energy suppliers.  

Where consumption is normalised, we calculate in-
tensity indicators using floor area (1,849,409 m2) for whole 
buildings, including tenant areas. We are aware there is a 
mismatch between the nominator and denominator in our 
methodology for calculating intensities, as we receive util-
ity bills for electricity consumed only in common areas, but 
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we receive utility bills for district heating and cooling and 
fuel consumed both in the common and tenant areas (it is 
not possible to separate these consumptions).

Employee coverage rates are expressed as a percentage 
of Grand City Properties’ total direct employees at year end. 

Health and safety performance measures are calculated 
using the following formulae: 

• Injury rate = Number of reportable injuries/Number of 
Full Time Employees (FTEs) 

• Lost Day Rate = Number of days lost due to workplace 
injuries/Number of working hours 

• Absentee rate = Number of days absent due to illness/
Total number of working days

SEGMENTAL ANALYSIS (BY PROPERTY TYPE, 
GEOGRAPHY) 

Segmental analysis is organised by the property clas-
sification used in our financial reporting (see our Annual 
Report, p. 14) which defines our investment portfolio as 
residential properties comprising 77,000 units. Addition-
al segmental analysis by geography is not relevant for our 
portfolio as the assets included in our reporting scope are all 
located within Germany, and therefore in the same climatic 
zone.

NARRATIVE ON PERFORMANCE

Explanation and analysis of our performance in rela-
tion to each sBPR is available in the relevant sections of this 
report. Please see our Consolidated Financial Statements for 
the Year Ended December 31, 2019 for further information 
on our Board composition and selection process. 
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ASSURANCE

A third-party assurance of the environmental data has been carried out by GUT Certifizierungsgesellschaft für Manage-
mentsysteme mbH according to Assurance Standard AA1000, limited assurance. 
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- 

Certificate over an independent third party validation of the environmental data by 
Grand City Properties S.A. (GCP) 

In accordance with our mandate, the GUTcert GmbH (GUTcert) accomplished an independent third 
party validation to obtain a limited assurance (within the meaning of Assurance Standard AA1000) 
of the measurement methods used for consumption data and environmental indicators regarding 
the sustainability report 2019 of Grand City Properties for the financial years of 01.01.2018 to 
31.12.2019. 

Organisational boundaries – Coverage 

As of 31 December 2019 the portfolio of GCP includes 76.646 residential (and commercial) units 
with 4.869.000 square meters. For the Sustainability Report GCP collect data of 1.849.408 square 
meters in 31.151 units. The boundaries cover 37 percent of GCP whole portfolio (without nursing 
homes). Within these boundaries for the rented areas as well as the Headquarter the following 
environmental indicators of the GRI Sustainability Standard are reported. 

Environmental indicators – GRI 

302-1 Electricity, Heating & Cooling, Fuel Consumption (landlord shared services, total landlord-
obtained) 
305-1 Direct GHG emissions (Scope 1) 
305-2 Indirect GHG emissions (Scope 2) 
303-1 Water Consumption (landlord shared services, total landlord-obtained) 
306-2 Waste by disposal route 

Methodology 

The validation by GUTcert was carried out in the following steps:  
 
1) Inspection and explanation of the procedure to collect and process the data  

 
2) Providing a review in a random sample survey of individual statements and inspections:  

 In bills, as well as analysis of data sets, generated by internal and external data systems 
 The summary table including all the relevant consumption data regarding the properties 
 A final table of all the collected consumption data (indicator sets) 

 
3) Analysis of outcomes with GCP responsible persons, to close open questions and to propose 

recommendations. 

Responsibility of auditors 

Our task is, based on the activities carried out, to make a statement if circumstances accrued, lead-
ing to the assumption that the environmental indicators described in the sustainability report, re-
garding the financial years 2018/2019, do not correspond in material respects with the sustainabil-
ity reporting standard GRI SRS.  
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Verdict 

GUTcert verified consumption data of GCP for performed environmental indicators and methodol-
ogy of data collection and their treatment. The data set was ordered in a coherent and comprehen-
sive way based on contractors’ bills as far as possible. If bills are not available, the figures are based 
on an extrapolation of actual data from the previous period. As a result of our validation process, 
about the figures from a random sample survey, we confirm the correctness of the calculated val-
ues with an inaccuracy of 5%. The examination and comparison of data do not put in evidence of 
any incorrect situation in the measurement methods. 

On the basis of our assessment to obtain a limited level of security, we have not been aware of any 
issues that may lead us to believe that the sustainability report of Grand City Properties is not mate-
rially in accordance with GRI standards.  

Supplementary information – Recommendations 

Without limiting the results mentioned above, we would like to make the following recommenda-
tions for the further development of data management and reporting: 

 The data collection should be based on a software tool, adding the consumption data by hand 
is error-prone. 

 The lived procedure for data collection and analysis should be completely written and imple-
mented as a controlled process. 
 

Independence of Assurance 
GUTcert is a certification body and has a number of accreditations through DAkkS e.g. ISO 9001, 
ISO 14001, BS OHSAS 18001, ISO 50001, ISO 14064 and is an approved body for validation of 
emission reports in the European Emissions Trading as well. 

 

Berlin, 08th April 2020 

 

GUT Certifizierungsgesellschaft für  

Managementsysteme mbH 

Umweltgutachter 

 

 

 

Yulia Felker                                       Elisabeth Gebhard 
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MEMBERSHIPS

GCP is an active member of ZIA, sitting on its CSR and Diver-
sity Committee. The German Property Federation (ZIA) pur-
sues the objective of representing the general, economic, and 
ideological interests of the entire German property sector 
and promoting collaboration among its members. It supports 
and accompanies measures suitable for sustaining and im-
proving the economic, legal, political, and fiscal framework 
conditions of the property sector in Germany.

GCP is a member of EPRA. EPRA’s mission is to promote, de-
velop, and represent the European public real estate sector. 
EPRA achieves this through the provision of better infor-
mation to investors and stakeholders, active involvement in 
the public and political debate, improvement of the general 
operating environment, promotion of best practices and the 
cohesion and strengthening of the industry.

GCP is a member of DGNB. The German Sustainable Build-
ing Council (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Nachhaltiges Bauen 
– DGNB e.V.) sees itself as a non-profit association with a 
goal of supporting sustainable construction and sustainable 
operation of the buildings around us. The DGNB is not driv-
en primarily by economic goals, instead its aims are of a so-
cial nature. The organization is funded and supported by its 
members and it interprets sustainability as an extension of 
their definition of democracy and part of an obligation to 
future generations. 

GCP is a signatory of the Diversity Charter. The Diversity 
Charter is a self-commitment published in Germany in 
2006 and an association under the auspices of the Federal 
Chancellor, who is committed to an unprejudiced working 
environment. It aims to promote the recognition, apprecia-
tion, and integration of diversity into Germany’s business 
culture. Organizations are to create a working environment 
free of prejudice. All employees should be valued – regard-
less of gender, nationality, ethnic origin, religion or world-
view, disability, age, sexual orientation, or identity.



GLOBAL REPORTING INITIATIVE (GRI ) CONTENT INDEX
This report references the following GRI Universal and Topic-Specific Standards (2016 edition).
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GENERAL DISCLOSURES
STANDARD PAGE 

Organisational Profile

102-1 Name of the organization 5

102-2 Activities, brands, products, and services 5

102-3 Location of headquarters 59

102-4 Location of operations 5

102-5 Ownership and legal form 5

102-6 Markets served 5

102-7 Scale of the organization 5

102-8 Information on employees and other workers 48

102-9 Supply chain 42

102-10 Significant changes to the organization and its supply chain 42

102-11 Precautionary Principle or approach 40

102-12 External initiatives 13, 53

102-13 Membership of associations 53

Strategy

102-14 Statement from senior decision-maker 2

Ethics and Integrity

102-16 Values, principles, standards, and norms of behavior 39

102-17 Mechanisms for advice and concerns about ethics 41

Governance

102-18 Governance structure 40

102-19 Delegating authority 40

102-20 
Executive-level responsibility for economic, environmental, and social topics

40

102-22 
 

Composition of the highest governance body  
and its committees 

40
40

102-23 Chair of the highest governance body 40

102-24 Nominating and selecting the highest governance body 52

102-25 Conflicts of interest 52

102-26 
Role of highest governance body in setting purpose, values, and strategy

40

102-27 Collective knowledge of highest governance body 40

102-29 Identifying and managing economic, environmental,  
and social impacts

11

102-30 Effectiveness of risk management processes 40

102-31 Review of economic, environmental, and social topics 11

102-32 Highest governance body’s role in sustainability reporting 40

102-33 Communicating critical concerns 40

Stakeholder Engagement

102-40 List of stakeholder groups 11

102-42 Identifying and selecting stakeholders 11

102-43 Approach to stakeholder engagement 11

102-44 Key topics and concerns raised 11
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GENERAL DISCLOSURES
STANDARD PAGE 

Reporting Practice

102-46 Defining report content and topic boundaries  11
13

102-47 List of material topics 13

102-48 Restatements of information 52

102-49 Changes in reporting 52

102-50 Reporting period 52

102-51 Date of most recent report 
April 
2019

102-52 Reporting cycle Annual

102-53 Contact point for questions regarding the report 59

102-54 Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards 56

102-55 GRI content index 56
59

102-56 External assurance 54

SPECIFIC STANDARDS
STANDARD PAGE 

Category: Economic Standards

Indirect Economic Impacts

203-1 Infrastructure investments and services supported 6

203-2 Significant indirect economic impacts 6

Anti-corruption

205-1 Operations assessed for risks related to corruption 41

205-2 
Communication and training about anti-corruption policies and procedures

41

Category: Environmental Standards

Energy

302-1 Energy consumption within the organization 45

302-3 Energy intensity 45

302-4 Reduction of energy consumption 45

302-5 Reductions in energy requirements of products and services 45

Water

303-1 Water withdrawal by source 45

Emissions

305-1 Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions 45

305-2 Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions 45

305-4 GHG emissions intensity 45

305-5 Reduction of GHG emissions 45
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SPECIFIC STANDARDS
GRI STANDARDS 2016 PAGE 

Category: Environmental Standards

Effluents and Waste

306-2 Waste by type and disposal method 45

Environmental Compliance

307-1 Non-compliance with environmental laws and regulations 39

Supplier Environmental Assessment

308-1  New suppliers that were screened using environmental criteria 42

308-2 
 

Negative environmental impacts in the supply chain  
and actions taken

42

Category: Social Standards

Employment

401-1 New employee hires and employee turnover 48

401-3 Parental leave 49

Occupational Health and Safety

403-1 Occupational health and safety management system 25

403-2 Hazard identification, risk assessment, and incident investigation 25

403-3 Occupational health services 25

403-4 Worker participation, consultation, and communication on occupational health and safety 25

Training and Education

404-1 Average hours of training per year per employee 50

404-2 Programs for upgrading employee skills and transition assistance programs 24

404-3 Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career development reviews 50

Diversity and Equal Opportunity

405-1 Diversity of governance bodies and employees 50

405-2 Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to men 50

Non-discrimination

406-1 Incidents of discrimination and corrective actions taken 51

Human Rights Assessment

412-1 Operations that have been subject to human rights reviews or impact assessments 42

412-3 Significant investment agreements and contracts that include human rights clauses or that underwent human rights screen-
ing

42

Local Communities

413-1 Operations with local community engagement, impact assessments, and development programs 51
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Back to Content

SPECIFIC STANDARDS
GRI STANDARDS 2016 PAGE 

Category: Social Standards

Supplier Social Assessment

414-1  New suppliers that were screened using social criteria 42

414-2 Negative social impacts in the supply chain and actions taken 42

Customer Health and Safety

416-1  
Assessment of the health and safety impacts of product and service categories

47

Marketing and Labeling

417-1 Requirements for product and service information and labeling 29
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